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SUMMARY
The relationship betweenstrew and strain, and between
strew and permand get, for 18:8 alloy as a~ected by
prior plmtic deformation ti discussed. Hysteresis and
creep and their e$ects on the strest+strain and stress-set
curves are also considered, m well as the influence of
duration of tb rest interval after cold work and the in-
j%ence of pludic deformation on proof stremes, on the
modulus of elasttity at zero strew (Eo), and on the cwr-
vature of the stress-strain line. A constant (CL) is sug-
gested to represent the mzriation of the modulus of elasticity
wilh.8tress.
&roes of twiution of proof stress with prior plastic
deformation o$en ham mung oscillations betweenhigh and
bw dues. causes of th most abrupt of these 08cib
thins are: Varidwn in h duraiwn of the resi interoal,
and mmiutwn in the didribution of the experimental
points throughout t)k range of extension. T7wse osciUa-
tims probably are due in part to variations of internul
4’S38. Variations in the Ted inieroal generally hare oppo-
site effects on the slopes of the stress-set and iti strus-
strain curves. When EO, Cl, and the corresponding
dress-set curse are known, a fawly good picture is aaail-
able of the elastic strength. Slight prestretching, to the
extent of a small fradion of 1 percent, generally eauaes
considerable impro~enumt in eikstic strength. Whether
mod of the invprment is permanent can be established
only byfwrther experiment.
Comparison is mode between values of EO and Cl for
18:8 al.hys and for other typical metak and a.f@18.
INTRODUCTION
This report deals with some phases of an inv&iga-
tion, which was sponsored by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, of the elastic properties of
high-strength sirmdt met&. The tensile elastic prop-
erties of a wideIy used corrosion-resisting steel con-
taining about 18 percent chromium and 8 percent
nickel were investigated. b the mmeaIed condition,
this alloy is relatively soft. It can be strengthened by
cold work but not (to an important extent) by heat
treatment. Aa its strength and elastic properties de-
pend on the degree of cold work, the investigation con-
sidered the influence of cold work on these propertk
The elastic properties of a metal, as considered in
this report, comprise the modulus of elasticity and the
ekstic strength. The elastic streugth is generally ex-
prased, for technical purposea, by one or more indices
intended to represent the stress that causes the metal
to reach, or even dightly to surpass, the boundary
between elastic and inelastic deformation. This bound-
ary was at one time considered to be definite and tech-
nically determinable. Below this boundary, the metal
was assumed to behave in accordance with the mathe-
matical theary of elasticity. The stress was assumed,
in accordance with Hcoke’s law, to be proportional to
the strain. On removal of stress the metal was as-
sumed to return to the exact form that it had before
the stress was applied. These properties were also
assumed to be unchanged by subdivision or by variation
of the size of the solid.
For some yearn, however, the meaning attached to _
the term “elastic strength” has been gradually chang- -
ing. It has been found that the estimated proportional
Iirnit depends on the sensitivity of the method of meas-
urement; the greater the sensitivity, the lower is the
estimated proportional limit. Sayre (references 1 and
Z) has shown, by an extremely sensitive method of
measurement applied to ordinaxy steels and to some
nonferrous metals, that the stress-strain line is prob-
ably curved throughout its entire length. Such curva-
ture, moreover, is not neceassxily due ta a ocmbination
of ehistic and plastic deformation. ~Mathematical
studies of the probable variation of the attractive and
repulsive forces with distance between the atoms of a
space lattice seem ta indicate that a curvilinear rela-
tionsbip between stiezs and strain is to be expected
(reference 3). According to this view, Hooke’s law is
only an approximate representation of the stress-strain
rekdionship within certain limits. A continuously
curved stress-strain line obviously couId not be utilized
to find a definite boundary between elastio and inelastic
deformation.
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With development of knowledge of the microstructure
of metals, it became evident that metals in general
commercial use do not conform to another of the postu-
lates of the mathematical theory of elasticity. These
metals, which are made up of crystallite of varying
orientation, are not unchanged by subdivision. Be-
cause of the varying orientation, the crystallite vary
greatly in modulus of ehsticity and elastic strength in
rmy given direction in a polycrystalline body. In such
a metal there could be no deilnite, technically deter-
minable boundary between eIastic and inelastic de-
formation. With increase in mean stress, the transi-
tion from elastic to plastic deformation is gradual.
It is conceivable, however, that a body could exhibit
a curvilinem stress-strain relationship and a gradual
transition from ehstic to plastic deformation find yet
be perfectly elastic below a certain stress. (By “per-
fect elasticity” is here meant the ability to resume at
once its exact original form after removal of stre9s or
after return, by any route, to the original stress.) The
investigations of Hopkinson and Williams (reference
4) and Rowett (Feference 5), however, have showh the
existence of mechanical hysteresis at ranges of stress
far below the elastic range. The investigations of
Sayre (references 1 and 2) have co-ed these con-
clusions and have led to the view that hysteresis exists
within any stres9 range. Such hysteresis, although it
is generally called “elastic hysterwis,” is evidence of
imperfect elasticity, if perfect elasticiw be defied as
previously stated. According to the evidence, there-
fore, metals probably are not. perfectly elastic at any
stress.
Even the technically determined limits of elasticity
are altered by slight surpassing of these l.imita .(over-
stress). (See references 6 and 7.) Although the
stress-strain relationship may be approximately linear
before overstress, the relationship becomes curvilinear
when the metal is reteeted immediately aftm release
of the overstress. Rwt of some overstressed metals
at room temperature restores the stress-strain line to
its original form. Restoration is hastened, however,
by heating to 80°-1000 C. [i%ference 7) or slightly
higher. Among the metals that are thus restored to
an approximately linear stress-strain relationship are
the low-carbon steels, For some ovetiti%ssed metals,
however, completa restoration does not result from
rest at room temperature or at 80°–1000 C. but may
remdt from heating at considerably higher temperatures.
As shown by Bauschinger (reference 6), overetress in
tension causes hmnediate lowering of the elastic limit
and yield point in compression, and vice versa. The
stress-strain line is thus lowered more for .strwses in the
reverse direction than for stresses in the direction of
the prior overstress. The ehistic strength, in the direc-
tion opposite to the previous overstress, is not restored
to its primitive value, even after rest or slight heating.
All these effects of overstr- vary with the amount
of the overstress (degree of prior plastic deformation).
Study of the ehstic properties of metaIs should there-
fore incIude study of the eilect.s of sl@lt overetress and
of more severe coId work.
Ever at streKws below the technically determined
elastic limit, deformation may increase with time at
constant load. A prevalent designation for such in-
crease is “drift.” After release of load, deformation
genera~y continuee for a time in the reve~se direction
to that of the loading. Such deformation is often
termed “elastic after effect,” aIthough such a term is
not gegerally appropriate. After fairly rapid increase
or removal of load, a considerable part of the subscquen t.
change of dimension may be due to “them-d creep. ”
This eflect is a purely elastic one caused by change of
temperature. The phenomenon was first described
and expkined by Kelvin (reference 8). The importance
of thermal creep has been emphasized more recently by
Sayre (references 9, 10, and 11) and is discussed in
more detail in a later section of this paper. The changes
of dimensions under constant load or after removal of
load, however, generally me not due entireIy to thermal
creep. They frequently consist almost entirely of a
slower change of dimension, which may be discernible
for hours, daya, or even weeks. Both this slow crimp
and thermal creep proceed. at rapidly decreasing rate.
A the long-continued deformation after release of load
is a type of inelastic action, such deformation is not
appropriately termed “elastic” after effect.
There is evident need for clarification of the nomen-
clature for the elastic and the inelastic properties of
metals. A general term is needed ta designato any
type of deformation occurring without increase of load,
The word “creep,” frequently used with this meaning,
will be so used in this report. A fairly shnrp distinction
can be made between thermal creep and other types
of creep. If there is a real difference in kind between
the so.adled drift and other types of slow deforn~a-
tion under constant load, however, the authors me not
able tcrmake such distinction in discussion of the data
of this report.
The strwMmin line tends to be more curved for the
18:8 alloy ski than for carbon steels and ordinary
alloy stede, The absence of a technically determinable
proportional limit for this alloy, and for some other
Btainless steels, M to the specification of “proof
stressed’ as indices of elastic strength. A proof stress,
as thus specified, must be endured without causing
more than a designated amount of permanent defor-
mation (permanent set) after release of the load. Such
a. test does not give a value for the elastic strength of a
3pecimm but is merely intended to insure that the
elastic strength is not below a certain limit, ID the
investigation of the elastic strength of metals, how-
Bver, good use can be made of proof stresses determined
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from stress-set curve9; i. e., curve9 representing the
influence of stress on permanent set (deformation re-
maining after relearn of load).
The inve&gation heretith reported has considered
both the stress-set and the stress-strain relations.
These two relations present complementary views of
the elastic properties of a metal. The intmrelation-
ship between a stress-strain curve, hysteresis, creep,
and permanent set, is discussed in part II. The method
of obtaining correlated stress-set and stress-strain
curves is ilhwtrated and discussed in part HI. The
variations of the stress-set relationship and of the
derived proof stresses with prior plastic extension, with
the duration of the rest interwd, and with the %xten-
sion spacing,” are discussed in part IV. The varktions
of the stress-strain relationship with prior plastic ~xten-
sion, with duration of the rest interval, and with the
extension spacing, as well as the variation of the
modulus of elasticity with stress, are discussed in part
V. Although this report is confined to results obtained
with 18:8 chromiwh-nickel steeI, remh.s already
obtained with other metals (to be discussed in a supple
mentary report) indicate that the conclusions are not
limited (in qualitative application) to 18:8 alloy.
I. MATERIALS, APPARATUS, AND METHODS
MATERIALS AND SPECIM)HS
The 18:8 corrosion-resistant alloy steels used in this
investigation were of several compositions and had
received various degrees of cold work. One of these
steels, in two diflerent degrees of hardness, is the same
that was used in a pretious inwdigation (results un-
published) for the Bureau of Aeronautics, hTavy Depart-
ment. The other steels vvere generously supplied by
the Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation. They mu-e
some of the same materials that had been used by Dr.
V. N. Krivobok of that company in investigating the
effects of composition and cold work on some of the
mechanical properties (reference 12). These steels
were of four compositions, diEering dightly in the pro-
portions of chromium and nickel and in carbon content.
They were suppIied in three diflerent degrees of hard-
ness. Table I gives the compositions of aU the mate-
riak and the mechanical properties of the materiak as
received.
In the serial designation given to each specimen, the
first numeral represents the composition of the steel,
and the numeral following the let ter is the specimen
number. The letter represents the degree of hardness;
A represents annealed material, B represents half-hard
material, and C represents hard material.
Only tension-test specimens were used in this invws.t.i-
grdion. The diameters of these specimens over their
gage length and the corresponding bar diameters are
given in table II. In order to obtain mafium accu-
2091424~6
racy in the determination of stresses, for the loading
device used, the gage diameters were made as large as .-
possible. Ii other rwpects, the specimens were accord-
ing to the standard of the American Society for T&.ing
Materials, for threaded specimens with 2-inch gage
length. The ratio of gage length to diameter was not ,
important in this investigation, beoause the investigation
of elastic properties never required extension beyond the
point of beginning local contraction.
—
APPARATUS
A pendulum hydrauh testing machine of 50,000-
pound capacity was used. (The accuracy of this ma-
chine is discussed later.) The specimens were held in
grips with spherical seats. The extensometer used in
some of the preliminary stress-strain measurements was
a Ewing extensometer with 2:1 lever ratio. In later
experiments, a Ewing Mensometsr with ratio 5:1 was
used. The smallest scale division on this instrument
corresponded to a change of length of 0.00008 inch, and
redi.ugs could be estimated to about %0.000008 inch;
this sensitivity corresponds to a strain sensitivity of
+4X 10-4 percent for the 2-inch gage length used. The
Ewing extensometer measmwe the average of the ex-
tensions on two opposite sides of the specimen. In some
of the later experiments, a pair of Tuckerman optical
strain gages were used; these gagQs were attached to the
opposite sides of the epecimens. The smallest scale
division on this extensometer corresponds to a change in
length of 0.00004 inch. By means of a vernier on this
instrument, it is possible h estimate changes of length
to within about 0.000002 inch; this s-”tivity corre-
sponds to a strain sensitivity of 1.0 X10-4 percent for
the 2-inch gage k.ngth used.
NIETFIOD OF INVESTIGATION
The experiments consisted in dete rmining the total
strains at various stresses and the corresponding perma-
nent extensions after release of load. The results thus
obtained were used in plotting correlated stress-strain
and stress-set curves. From the stress-set curves,
proof stresses were obtained corresponding to perma-
nent sets of 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.10 percent.
From the stress-strain curves, values were obtained for
the moddus of elasticity.
& one object of the investigation was to determine
the variation of elastic properties with plast,ic deforma-
tion, the previously mentioned correlated information
was obtained with specimens that had received various
deggees of cold work. Coneiderable information about
the influence of prior plastic deformation could be
obtained by comparing the reauhs obtained with the
annealed, the half-hard, and the hard steeIs. In order
to investigate the eilects of numerous smaller variations
in prior plastic deformation, however, tests were not
crdned to specimens of the various steels as received.
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By tension, specimens were extended by numerous short
stages, and stress-strain and stress-set curves were
obtained after each of these stages. With the same
specimen, it was thus possible to obtain a sequence of
curve9 representing the variation of elastic properties
with plastic deformation.
ACCURACY OF DETERMINA’IION OF STRESS-SET CURVES
Permanent set was not measured at zero load, but at a
load of 200 pounds. In order to determine the error
in setting at this load, a series of extensorueter readings
were taken (with the same specimen) involving re-
peated increase of the load to a maximum (the selected
1- t=lA, WM drawn 18~8 & -Ni sfeeLl~ heat freafed ~2m~;i s?%ef. ,,250 ~ annealed 18:8 Cr-Ni sfee!o e.werimenfal point
FIGUREl.—Tendfestrr%s+trafncurws for four different metal%
value of this maximum being low enough to avoid
permanent set) and reduction again to the minimum.
The maximum difference between two successive read-
ings at the minimum was equivalent to a load change of
6 pounds. This value corresponds to a strew error of
30 to 120 pounds per square inch, depending on the
gage d@meter of the specimen used. This stress error
corresponds to a strain error of 0.0001 to 0.0004 percent,
assuming a modulus of 30 million po~ds per square
inch. The effect of this error would be most important
in determination of the lower part of a str~s-set curve.
As proof stresses in this report are based on permanent
sets of 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, an-d 0.10 percent, the cor-
responding maximum errors in these proof stresses would
be 10 to 40 percent, 3 h 12 pewent, 1 to 4 percent, 0.3
to 1.2 percent, and 0.1 h 0.4 percent, respectively.
When a stress-set curve was plotted, however, a num-
ber of determinations of permanent set were made and
the curve was ftiired through all these points, The
probable error involved in determining proof stresses,
therefore, would be somewhat less than those for singk
measurements. The percentage error in determining
va.hws for the lowest proof stress, 0.001 percent, evi-
dently is rather large. The error, nevertheless, is
insufficient to invalidate the results; as shown in a num-
ber of figures to be discussed later, variations of the
O.001-peicent proof stress (with the various factors) m
qualitatively similar to variations of the proof stresacs
corresponding to the higher values of permanent set.
IL STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP, HYSTERESIS,
AND CREEP
TYPlCALiTIii&iTiAIN” CURVE9
Typi&l stress-straiin curves, for annealed and for
cold-drawn 18:8 steel, and for two alloys st.rengthencd
by heat treatment, are shown in figure 1. With the
stmiin scale used in this figure, stress-train lines B
and C” (representing the heat-treated alloys) appear
straight, up to the indicated proportional limits. No
propo~onal limit, however, can be found for either
the cold-worked or the annealed 18:8 Woys. Even
with this strain scale, it appears probable that the
stress-strain lines for the 18:8 alloys are curved from
the origin. With a more sensitive strain scale, the
curvature would become prominent. For the heat-
treated. alloys, a more sensitive scale would cause the
apparent proportional limits to be lower and less
definite. Extremely sensitive strain measurements,
such as those used by f%yre (references 1 and 2), prob-
ably would cause all the resuhmt stress-strain lines to
be curved from the origin; all qualitative distinction
between the curves for these four aIloys would thus
disappear.
GENERALDESCIUPTIONOFEXPERIMENTSONHYSTERESIS
AND CREEP
The stress-strain measurements indicated in figuro 1
were made with graduaIIy increasing load. If from
some point on any of these curves the Ioad had been
gradually reduced to zero, the stress-strain relation-
ship during this decrease would have followed a differ-
ent curve. Even when the maximum straw is well
below the technical elastic Iimit, the ascending and
the descending curves generally do not coincide. The
cycle of stress thus causes a hysteresis loop, which may
m may not be closed at the bottom. The width of
the loop and the degree of separation of the ascending
and the descending curves at the bottim depend on
the strem range, on the rate of loading, ~d on the
number of previous cycles.
The interrelationship between stress, strain, and
pemangnt set cannot be satisfactdy discmsed with-
out considering the influence of hysteresis and creep.
IiI this report, some consideration will therefore be
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given to hyster*is, its wuiation with cyclic repetition,
and its rekdionship to positive and negative creep.
Sereral series of hysteresis loops me shown in @ures
2 and 3. In each of these series, the nominal stress
range was between two constant tensile values; the
Iower value was only sufficient to facilitate reproduci-
bility of strain measurement. With the stress range
used for each specimen, considerable perrmment set
was obtained with the first cycles. The stresses were
calculated by dividing the load by the cross-sectional
area at the beginning of each cycle; this area was cal-
culated from the original area by taking acwmnt of the
prior plmtic extension. The stresses so defined are
termed “true stresses,” to distinguish them from the
nominal stresses based on tha original cross-sectional
area of the specimen.
In figure 2, the two rows of loops represent results of
experiments with two specimens of one of the annealed
18:8 aUoys. In order to avoid confusion, the origin of
each loop has been shifted forward, by a constant
abscissa interval, from the origin of the precediig loop.
In each series, the experiments started with the material
in its original condition. The number of each cycle in
the series is given at the tip. The cycle time, in
minutes, is given at the top of each loop of the upper
row and inside wtch loop of the lower row. The total
plastic extension prior to each cycle is also given inside
each loop. The time interval between cycles is in-
dicated by the symbol at the beginning of each cycle.
Each cycle, with one exception, was started irmnedi.
at.ely After the preceding cycle; one of the cycks was
started a day after the preceding cycle. The abscissa
scales for both TOWSare the same and are indicated at
the bottom of the figure.
Because of the greater stress range in the cycIes of
the upper row, the plastic extension in the first few
cycles was much greatar in this row- than in the 10WCT
row. Ne-mrtheless, the permanent set per cycle
evidently decreased more rapidly in the upper row than
in the 10WCTrow. This difference iu behavior doubtless
is due to the much greater work-hardening obtained in
the first few cycles of the upper row. Because of
accidental overstresaing, only 2!3 cycles codd be ob-
tained with the stress range represented by the lower
row. A new specimen of the same material, therefore,
viak given 30 repid cycles of the same stress range
without observation of the strains, and the experiment
was continued as reprmenteii in figure 3. The upper
row of cycles in figure 2 will bg discussed Iirst. The
lower row cd figure 2 will then be discussed in connection
with figure 3.
HYSTERESISEXPERIMENTSWITHSPECIMENIA-6, FK13URE2
The first four cycles in the upper row of figure 2 are
represented by ordinary stress-strain curves. The first
cycle, because of the relatively high stress appIied to
this u.nnea]ed mat+n%=d, caused fin extension of 15
percent. The solid line represents the variation (with
strain) of the nominal stress, that is, stress based on the
original sectional area; the broken line represents the
variation of the stress based on the actmd cross section
corresponding to the strain. lZach of the other 100ps
of the upper row is a plot of the true stress as previously
defined.
Comparison of loops 1 to 4, with rdIowance for the
fact that the abscissa scale is much more sensitive for
loops 2, 3, and 4 than for Ioop 1, showed that each of
these loops (both at the middle and at the bottom open-
ing) is considerably narrower than the preceding loop.
With continued cyclic repetition, however, the differ-
ence in form between any two adjacent loops gradually
becomes smaller. In order to study these further
variations, therefore, it is necessary to use a still more
sensitive abscissa scale. This necessity suggests repre-
sentation by stress-deviation curves. For loops 5 to
161, consequently, abscissas represent deviations, dif-
ferences in strain from that corresponding to an fls-
wmed initial modulus line. The nearer this assumed
modulus line is to tangency with the stress-strain curve
kt the origin, the more sensiti~e can the abscissa scrde
be made. WM the assumption of an initial modulus of
31X 100 pounds per square inch, it has been possible
to mnke the abscissa sca~e in figure 2 much more sensi-
tive for loops 5 to 161 than for loops 2,3, and 4.
During studies of the variations of the hysteresis
;oop with cyclic repetition, consideration may be given
to the width of the loop at the middle, the width of the
~pening at the bottom, the deviation range of the loop,
and the negative creep at the bottom. These deforma-
tion -rahles, for the seriee of cycles represented by the
upper row of figure 2, are listed in table III. This table
contains information not only about the cycles repre-
sented in figure 2 but also about the other cycles not
shown in the figure. For some of the cycles that are not
represented in figure 2, stress-strain measurements were
made; for other cycles, such as c-yck 141 to 145, in-
clusive, no stress-strain measurements were made but
the stress range was the same as for the measured
cycles. The time for an unmeasured cycle, as shown in
table III, was much less than for a measured cycle. The
net plastic extension per cycle, consequently, was much
less for the unmeasured than for the measured cycles.
With cyclic repetition, as shown in i@re 2 and table
III, the width of the loop at the midcl!e and the width
of the opening at the bottom, tend to decrease. The
deviation range of the loop (absciesa range in @. 2)
also tends to decrease. This general trend of each of
these values, however, is sometimes interrupted or
masked by the effect of any marked variation of the
cycle time or of the time interval between cycles.
Each cycle represented in the upper row of figure 2
generally started immediately after the end of the pre-
.
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ceding cycle. (The negative. creep at the end of a
cycle was viewed as part of that cycle.) After the 11
short cycles 141 to 154, however, there was a rest inter-
-ml of 1 day. Loop 155, which immediately followed thif
rest interval, is much wider than loop 140. This widen-
ing effect, however, is only temporary; during several
subsequent loops, the width rapidly decreases and the
general trend is resumed.
The net permanent extension per cycle (width of the
opening at the bottom of the loop) is the dii%ence
between the tital positive rmd the total negative creep
during the cycle. Most of the. positive creep occurs at
and near the top of the loop, and most of the negative
creep occurs at and near the bottom. The bulging of
the hysteresis loop in the fist part of the descent from
the top often gives qualitative evidence of positive
creep. The amount of creep thus revealed, however,
is scimewhat less than the acturd positive-creep, because
the descending stress.-deviwtion line would curve rapidly
to the left, if there were no positive creep, Iri tho
absence of direct measurement made during the cycle,
the totaI positive or the total negative creep cannot be
estimated for any of the cycles. Values for. positive
creep based cm the bulging of the loop bdow the top,
however, me listed in cohunn 13 of table III. These
values evidently have only qualitative significance.*
Positive creep during the first part of the descent
from the top may have its counterpart in negative
creep during the fist part of the ascent from the bottom
of the loop. In other words, if time is not given for
negative creep at the bottam of a loop, @e next loop
may show evidence of negative creep during the first
part of the ascent. This negative oreep. reducee the
positive strain and thus increases the steepness of the
first part of the ascent, Sometime9 this negative creep
is sufficient to cause actual deviation to the left in this
part of the loop. In an investigation of stress-etrain or
stress+et relationship, therefore, care is necessary to
eliminate or minimize the disturbing effect of negative
creep, near the end of a cycle, on the form of the follovr-
ing stress%min or strem.+et curve. In the cycles repre-
sented in figure 2, and in most of the experiments repre-
sented in the following figures, the disturbing influence
of negative creep was minimized by allowing a rest
interval (indicated at the bottom of each cycle in fig, 2]
before beginning the next cycle. Time was thus given
for completion of important thermal creep and the
most rapid pnrt of the inelastic creep. As will be shown
later, however, much longer time is necessary to elhni-
nate entirely the influence of inelastic n~~ative creep.
—— ..
----- . .
1The amount of rmsitheaePPduring rlwwntfromtho”topdepends on the the
avalIeble for weep at and near the top of the awed. It also de~nda on the rate of
descent from the top. fn the espxfmenta repremted in fk% 2 and 8, thne wee not
gfven for wmpIetlon of the fsdrlympid craap at the top of the Ioop; aftereaohraadfng,
the oyele wee immediately resumed. If even a &w minutes bad been allowed for
eraep at the top, Chemost rapfd portfon of the posltfve OIWPwonld have been com-
pteted. Forward ezaep durfng demerit, tbereforoj would have bean much less and
prnbably woold have had no dLwxnf hle effw?ton the form of the loop.
ln the series of cycks represented in the upper row of
figure 2,”and in the other measured cycles represented
in table 111, negative creep was determined 1 and 3
minutis after the end of the descent to the bottom of
the loop. The positions after negative creep for 3
minutes are indicated in figuxe 2, and the amounts of
creep during 1 and 3 minutes are listed in columns 11
and 12 of table IIL That the rate of negative crccp
decreases rapidly with time is indicated by the fact
that the creep during the first minute generally was
greate~ than the additional creep during the next 2
minutes. In spite of the rapid decrease in rate, how-
ever, negative creep may sometimes be discernible for
hours, days, or even weeks (reference 10).
HM3TEREsISEXPERIMENTSWITHSPECXblEN1A-S, FMU12E2
In the lower row of figure 2 the loops represent a
seriee of 29 cycles obtrdned with another specimen of
the same material but with a much smaller range of
dress. Information about these cycles, and about the
other cycles of the series, is given in table IV. Tho
Eirat four loops in the lower row repre9cnt vmintion of
stxess with strain; the other loops represent the wuia-
tion of stress with deviation from an assumed initial
modulus Iine. For some of the cycles not represented
in figure 2, stress-strain measurements were made; for
Lhe otb&s, stress-strain measurements wero not made,
but the stress range was the same as for the mewwrcd
cycles. The unmeasured cycles were in two groups:
cycles 14 to 19, inclusive, and cycles 22 to 27, inclusive.
The time of an unmeasured cycle was much shorter
bha.n that of a measured cycIe, and no time was allowed
Eornegative creep between unmeasured cycles.
With cyclic repetition, the deviation rtmge, the loop
width, and the width of the opening at the bottom (net
positive creep) tend to decrease. As in the upper row
]f loops, the decrease in these deformation values is
~eatest during the fmt cycles; with cyclic repetition,
;he rate of decrease tends to become gradually less,
i,lthough this general trend is sometimes interrupted
)wing @ changes in cycle time. In tho lower row tho
oops me more irregular than in the upper row. Posi-
iive creep during descent from the top of the loop also
s more prominent in the lower than in the upper row.
rhis difference may be due to the fact that the stress
ange during the. first cycle represented in tha upper row
m sticient to cmry the metal through the stage of
nest rapid work-hardening with deforrcmt ion.
HYSTERESISEXPERIMENTSWITHSPEOIMEN1A-4,I’IGURE3
Bemuse of accidental overstress of specimen 1A-3,
he series represented by the lower row of figure 2 and
n table IV consisted of only 29 cycles. In order to
tudy the effect of a larger number of cycles, with tho
ame material and with the same stress range, another
cries was started with a new specimen, designated
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1A-4. This series, consisting of 388 cycles, is repre-
sented by the hysteresis loops in figure 3; the corre-
sponding numerical values are listed in table V. The
first 30 cycks (not represented in fig. 3) were unmeas-
ured cycles, intended merely to carry the specimen
quickly through the stages that had already been
studied by means of specimen IA–3 (lower row of fig. 2).
The total extension caused by the 30 initial rapid cycles
applied to specimen 1A+ unfortunately was not meas-
ured. This extension, however, doubtless was less than
the extension caused by the 29 cycles, with much longer
cycle time, applied to specimen 1A–3. Comparison of
widths of loops in the two serias indicates that the
exknaion caused by the 30 rapid cycles applied to
specimen 1A4 was about 3.5 percent. Assuming a
value of 3.5 percent, corresponding vrdues for total
permanent set at the end of the other cycles of the series
have been estimated, and m-e listed in cohmm 10 of
table V.
For convenient arrangement of the symbols and leg-
end in figure 3, it is assumed that the end of the meas-
ured negative creep is the end of the cycle. An
interval of unmeasured creep is treated as an interval
between cycles. The time allowed for negati~e creep
at the end of a cycle, as indicated by the symboIs and
legend of figure 3, generally was either 2 or 3 minutes.
Ti%en the total time for negative creep was 2 minutes,
the amount of creep was measured at the end of the 2
minutes, and this time was assumed to be the end of the
cycle; the next cycle was started immedideIy. When
the total time for negative creep was 3 minutes, the
amount of creep was measured at the end of 1 minute
but not at the end of the 3 minuttw. Although the next
cycle was started at the end of the 3 minutes, the time
interval between such cycles -was assumed to be 2
minutes. Between cycles 80 and 81, the interval was
45 hours; between cycles 115 and 116, the interval was
3 days. In this series, as shown in table V, there were
four groups of consecutive rapid cycles: cycles 48 to 78,
inclusive; cycles 84 ta 113, inchwive; cycles 119 to 273,
inclusive; and cycles 276 b 375, inclusive.
Loop 31 of figure 3 is about as wide as loop 4 of the
lower row of @me 2. The narrowing effect of the fist
four measured cyclee applied to specimen 1A–3, there-
fore, was about equal to the effect of the fit 30 rapid
cycles applied to specimen 1A-4. That the relatively
great width of loop 31 repr~ents an unstable condition
induced by the previous 30 rapid cycIes is indicated by
the greatly decreased width of loop 32. The effect on
cycle 31 was as if some of the unpermitted creep of the
first 30 cycles were transferred to cycle 31.
~lth cycIic repetition, the maximum width of the
loop and the width of the opening at the bottom (net
positive creep) graduaIIy decrease. The positive creep
during descent from the top of the loop, as indicated
by the form of this part of the loop, also gradually
decreasw. The decrease in these deformation values
is rapid during the fret few measured cyoks but be-
comes slower with cyclic repetition. The genertd
trend, however, is sometimes interrupted, owing to
changes in cycle time or in the intervaI between cycles.
The 31 rapid cycles following loop 47, for example,
were foLIowed by the slightly widened loop 79. This
increased width, however, was only temporary; loop
80 is only about as tide as loop 47 and loop 81 is con-
siderably narrower. That this difference in width
between loops 80 and 81 probably is not due to the 2day
interval is indicated by the fact that rest between cycles
generally causes the loop width ta increase. The 3day
interval between cycles 115 and 116 caused loop 116
to be wider than loop 115. That 100p 116 reprwenk
an unstable condition induced by the long prior rest
interva~ is indicated by the fact that loops 117 and 118
me much narrower than loop 116 and are even narrom’er
than loop 115. The 30 rapid cyck+s following loop 83
md without subsequent rest interval, and the 155
rapid cyclee between loops 118 and 274, caused Iittle
~hange in the loop width.
After the 10 rapid cycles between loops 377 and 38S,
loop 388 is much wider (both at the middle and at the
bottom opening) than loop 377. This increased width
If loop 388, however, h due not ta the preceding rapid
?ycles but ta the great difference in cycle time. The
yeater time of cycIe 388 gave opportunity for a much
Fester amount of positi~e creep. If additiond CyC]eS
lad been apphd with the shorter cycle time generally
lsed in this series, even the first of such cycles possibly
~ould have given a loop no wider than loop 377; with
further cyclic repetition, the loop width probably wotid
ha-ve slowly decreased.
VAEIATIONOFCREEPWITHCYCLICRZPETI~ON
The negative creep at the bottom of the loop, as
~hown in t.ables III, IV, and V, decreased rapidly dur-
ing the first few cyclw, and changed little during further
:yclic repetition. If negative creep at the end of each
?ycle had been measured for a much longer period, how-
>verl the resnIts probably would show that cyclic
:epetition caused the negative creep to decrease at a
~enerdy decreasing rate (reference 13). Both net
@tive creep and negative creep, with repetition of
Tcles of constant stress range, probably approach zero.
I’he width of the loop at the middle, however, probably
ioes not approach zero but approaches a limiting vrdue.
i’ilth a completely closed loop, the form and the size
?robably would be independent of cycle time. The
lysteres.i.a represented by such a loop is sometimes
:ermed “elastic hysteresis.” A better name in frequmt
me is “statical hysteresis.”
That the 388 cycles (applied h specimen IA-4) have ._
lot caused the hysteresis to be entirely statical is
Demonstrated by the previously mentioned difference
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botwcen lc,ops 377 and 388 of figuro 3, and by the fact
that these loops, unlike a loop representing statical
hysteresis, are far from complete closure. Thousands,
possibly millions, of cycha probably would have to be
applied to this specimen .to cause complete closure of
the Ioop and to make the hysteresis entirely statical
(reference 13). With much shorter cycle tim~ (high
cycle frequency), the number of cycles neceesary to
reach a condition of statical hysteresis would be still
greater.
THERN~ALCREEP
Negative creep frequently is called “elastic after
eflect. ” The probable reason for this name is that
negative creep represents approach to the initial form
and dimensions. One kind of negative creep, however,
probably is due to plastic deformation of some parts of
the microstructure, caused by internal streseea in the
elastic portions of the microstructure. As ,a .general
name for the phenomenon, ‘ielaatic after effect” is
therefore less suitable than “negative creep.”
One ktid of negative creep undoubtedly represents
a truly elastic change of form due ti the thermal jnflu-
ence of change of stress. Kelvin (referwce 8) showed
that ekwt.ic extension of a metal tends.~ cause .sligh$
lowering of temperature and that elastic compression
(or removal of elastic tension) tends to cause alight ele-
vation of temperature, provided that the temperature
coefficient of expmwion of the metal is positive. The
opposite temperature changes occur if the coefficient of
exprmeion is negative. After abrupt chqnge of tensile
or compressive stress, therefore, metal tends to absorb
heat from its surroundings or to give up heat to its
surroundings and thus tends b change in length until
the difference in temperature between the metal and
its surroundings disappears. Thi.a type of creep has
been investigated by Snyre (references 9, 10, and 11)
and by others and has been called “thermal creepz”
As shown by Sayre, consideration should be given to
the probable amount and duration of thernd creep
after any abrupt chmge of stress. The total amount of
thermal creep, which can be doterrnined approfiataly
by means of equations bnsed on the mathematical
investigation by Kelvin, depends on the temperature
coefficients of expansion and of the modulus of ekd.icity
as well as on the change of stress (reference 10). Con-
sideration of these equations has led to the concision
that, in the specimens of 18:8 alloy used in this investi-
gation, ~e total thermal creep was 0.003 times the
preceding abrupt elastic than@ of length. A value of
about 0.0025 was obtained by Sayre for ordinary steel.
For 18:8 alloy, however, the ratio would be somewhat
greater, because the temperature coefficients of ex-
pansion and of the modulus of elasticity are greater for
this alloy than for ordinary steel. Assuming that the
ratio is 0.003 for 18:8 alloy, the total thernud creep
probably amounts to about 0.00001 percent per 1,000
pounds per square inch prior adiabatic change of
stress.
The rate and the duration of thermal creep, because
they depend ou the rate of change of temperature of
them.mtal, depend on the thermal conductivity of the
metal, and on other factors affecting the rate of transfer
of heat to and from the surroundings. With a rela-
tively long wire, the rate of equalization of temperature
depends almost entirely on the rate of radiation and
convetition and very little on the conduction of heat
along .&e wire. Under such conditions, the dur~tion
of thermal creep, as stated by Sayre (reference 10), is
nearly proportional to- the diameter of the whe. With
the relatively short, thick specimen used in the in-
vestigation, most-of the heat transfer would be by con-
duction through the ends. Very little quantitative
information is available about the duration of therrnnl
creep under these conditions. Results mentioned by
Farren and Taylor (reference 14) are somewhat con-
tradictmy, Th,e impression gained from their paper,
however, is that the thermal change (with the form of
specigi~en used in this investigation) would generally ho
comphted within about a minute. In order to mini-
mize the efkcts of thermal creep, therefore, most of the
readings of permanent set, described in the following
sections, were made after a rest interval of at loast 1
minute. The time needed for the rest interval obviously
depends on the amount of the prior change of strose.
In a specimen under bending stress, change of @x.s
causes opposite changes in temperature on opposite
sides of the specimen, The resultant steep transverse
temperature gradient thus causes the cqudization to
be much faster, and consequently causes the duration
of thermal creep to be much shorter for bendtig than
for tension or compression. For torsion, the amount
of thermal creep is generally negligible becauso torsion
causea practically no change in volume.
The stress range for the previously deecribod loops
of figures 2 and 3 was not great enough to CRUSShn-
portant thermal creep. Even if the stress had been
[owered rapidly from the maximum value of the cycle,
Lhe total negative thermal creep would have been lees
than 0.001 percent, The time required for the descent
kom &e top b the bottom of each loop, moreover,
was ‘sufficient to allow completion of most of the
thermal creep during the descent, The negative crccp
~bserved at the bottom of each loop was therefore
&nost entirely ineIastic creep.
01. STRESS-SET CURVES, STRESS-DEVIATION CURVES,
AND PROOF STRESSES
EHias.s+train (or stressdeviation) curves alone give
~complete information about the elastic properties of
18:8 alloy.’ This information needs to be supplemented
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by study of the relationship between stress and result-
ant slight plastic deformation (permanent set). The
method of obtaining correlated stress-set and strees-
deviation curves is illustrated by the diagram at the
right of the lower row of &ure 3.
This diagram comists essentiaJIy of a series of hysten+
sis Ioops of graduaIIy increasing range. Each experi-
mental point in this diagram, with one exception, was
obtained with merely enough delay to permit observa-
tion of the stress and the strain, The rate of variation
of the load, however, was so S1O-Wthat the influence of
thermal creep probably was negIigib]e. With the one
exception mentioned, no time was allowed for negative
creep at the bottom of a loop; the next loop was started
immediately. (h most of the experiments to be de-
scribed later, there was a time interval between any
two loops.) The one exception in this series of loops
is at the end of loop 4. Mter the immediate reading,
represented by point E, there w- a delay of 70 minutes
before the beginning of loop 5. (Loop 5 has been shift-
ed to the right as indicated by the scale at the bottim
of the figure.) The rather large amount of negative
creep during the 70-minute interval has shifted the
beginning of loop 5 from E to l?. As thermal creep was
negligible, the negative creep from E k 1? was almost
entirely ineIastic.
The total permanent set after each loop is indicated
by the abscissa of the corresponding point at the bottom
of the loop. If the stress at the top of each loop is
plotted against the totaI permanent set at the bottom
of the loop, a curve is obtained representing the wmia-
tion of permanent set with stress. Curves thus ob-
tained are shown in the lower rows of figure-s 6, 8, 12,
and 16 and in both rows of @ure 20. They wilI be
presented and discussed in part IV. In the obtaining
of a stress-set curve, time was generally aIlowed for the
most rapid part of the negative creep at the bottom of
the loop. The amount of this creep generaI1y increases
with the previously applied stress.
The curve drawn through the tops of the series of
gradually increasing loops h figure 3, is a stressdeti-
ation curve. Such a curve, although it is obtained by a
series of cycles, diffem little in form and position from a
stress-deviation curve obtained with continuous in-
crease of load. From a serk of gradually increasing
loops, therefore, it is possible to obtain both a stress-
set and a stress-deviation curve. Stress-deviation
curves so obtained are shown in the upper rows of
figures 6, 8, 12, and 16, discussed in part V.
Various proof stresses may be derived from a streas-
set curve. By “proof stress” is meant the stress cor-
responding to an indicated value of permanent set.
The values of permanent set utilized in establishing
proof stresses in this report are 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03,
and 0.10 percent. For any of these vahws of per-
manent set, the proof stress may be determined from a
straw-set curve by estimating the ordinate at the cor-
rmponding abscissa. The steeper the slope of the
stress-set curve, the higher are the corresponding proof
stresses.
IV. THE lNFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC DEFOR.hlATION
AND OF DURATION OF THE REST IN’I!ERVALON TEE
STRESS-SET CURVE AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF
STRESSES
THEINFLUENCEOFPEIOEPLASTICEXTENSION ON TEE STEESS-SET
CURVE AND ON THE DERIVED PUOOF STRESSES. SPECIMEN IB-I
In order to investigate the efleot of prior phwtic
deformation on the stress-set curve and on the derived
proof stresses, tension-test specimens of the various
materials have been extended by numerous small
stages to the point of beginning local contraction or
even somewhat further. After each of these small
stages a stress-set and generally a stressdeviation
curve have been obtained. With a single specimen,
therefore, it has frequently been possible to obtain a
Eeries of stress-set and stressdeviation curves. With
the spec.hnens of the less ductile materials, however,
fewer of these curves could be obtained, and results
from several specimens have sometimes been assembled
in a single figure.
Attention will iirst be given to the stress-set curves
in the lower row of figure 6 and to the derived diagram
of figure 7. The remdts shown in these two @ures were
obtained with the same specimen of half-hard metal,
lB-1. This specimen was stretched in numerous short
stages. Each of these stag= consisted of a group of
cycles of increasing range, similar to the previously
described group shown at the right of @me 3. From
each of these groups, a stress-set curve and a stress-
deviation curve were obtained. Most of the stress-set
curves are shown in the lower row of figure 6, and the
corresponding stress-deviation curvee me shown in the
upper row.
In each of the cycles of a group, readings were taken
without a rest interval. (In later experiments, with
other specimens, readings in each cycle were taken after
a rest interval, generally 1 minute.) The rate of in-
crease or decrease of stms, however, was never faster
than about 75,000 pounds per square inch per minute.
For the smalIer cyclm of each group, the rate was only
about 30,000 pounds per square inch per minute. In
the ket (largwt) cycle of a group, in which the range
of stress generally was considerably greater than any of
the values indicated in the stress-set. curves of figure 6,
the plastic extension was relatively large. In this cycle,
therefore, the reduction of stress from the maximum to
the minimum was made very slowly; the time required
for this reduction was 6 to 7 minutes. Between the last
reading for each group of cycles and the first reading
for the next group, there was a rest interval
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No time was given for negative creep before the read-
ings, except before the initial reading for each group of
cyclss. Negative creep, however, wouId chiefly affect
the positions of experimental points representing the
effects of the higher stresses. The etlect of allowance
for negative creep on the form of the stress-set curve
and on the proof stresses would probably be relatively
small. Because of the slow rates of loading and u.rdoad-
ing, moreovex, the reproducibility of results probably
was sufllciently good to permit a study of the influence
of prior plastic extension and of the rest-intmval.
The rest interval between determinations of succes-
sive stress-set curves (or stress-detiation curves) varied
from a few minutes to several days. The duration of
the rest intervals is indicated, in figures 6 and 7 and in
other diagrams, by various symbols, whose meaning is
explained in the key of figure 7. In the experiments
represented in figures 6 and 7, t~e rest interval generally
waE 2 to 6. minutes; a few of the intervals were much
longer. The extensions indicated by the experhn@al
points of figure 7 consisted entirely of groups of cycles
like the group at the right of figure 3, with no extensions
between these groups,
Comparison between the experimental points in
figure 7 and the corresponding stress-set curves in
@re 6 was facilitate by numbering consecutively the
points in &ure 7, and these numbers hnve been used to
identify the corresponding curves of figure 6.
The initial stress-set curve, curve 1 of figure 6, shows
permanent set at very low stress. With increase of
stress, moreover, the permanent set increases very
rapidly. The corresponding proof stresses, as indi-
cated (for 0.001, 0.003, and 0.01 percent permanent
set) by the short projecting lines at the left of figure 7,
are low. The proof stresses for O. 10 percent per-
manent set. cannot- be obtained. from any of the curves
shown in this report but have hem. obtained from
tunes drawn with a less sensitive scale of abscissas.
Curve 2 of figure 6 is muoh steeper than curve 1; the
nearly vertical portion, moreoyer, is much greater in
curve 2 than in curve 1.. The alight plastic extension
required to obtain curve 1 etidentiy has caused con-
siderable improwrnent in elastic strength.
During severaI succeeding cycles, the improvement
in ehmtic strength generally continues, as illustrated
by curves 3,4, and 5 of figure 6, and by the correspond-
ing points in figure 7. With still more prior plastic
extension, there is practically no further general im-
provement in the nominal prcof stresses corresponding
to permanent sete- of 0.001 and 0.003 perc6nt, and only
slight improvement in the proof strees for 0.01 perma-
nent set. The proof streasmoorresponding to per-
manent sets of 0,03 percent and 0.10 percent, however,
show continuous general improvement with increase
in prior extanaion.
In the discussion of proof stress-deformation curves
such as those of figure 7, chief attention will be given
to the curves representing the 0.001 percent and 0.003
percent proof stresses. In the consideration of elastic
strength, more attention probably shotid be paid to
these indices than to the 0.01, 0,03, and 0.10 percent
proof stresses. The 0.01 percent proof stresses proba-
bly should be viewed as indices of resistance to yield
rather than as indices of elastic strength.
The .rnost conspicuous characteriatio of the proof
stress-deformation diagram (fig. 7) is the wide scatter
of experimental points. This wide scatter cannot be
attributed to experimental error but is due h the
influence of several variables inseparably associated
with investigation of the variation of proof stresses
with phstic extmsion. In order to study the influence
of plastic extension and of the associated variables on
proof stresses, oonaecutive experimental points have
been connected by straight lines. The graphs thus
obtained, as will appear in the following discussion of
this and other 6gures, should be viewed not as con-
tinuous “curves” of variation of proof stress with de-
formation but as a sequence of experimental points con-
nected by straight lines. In the graphs so drawn in
ligure 7, there is tendency to zigzag oscillation lJo-
tween high and low values. A wide swing aometimos
comprises several experimental pointa; for example,
the swings between 20 and 23 and between 33 and 42.
A few wide swings, however, are between adjacent
points. An exceptionally high point tends to be fol-
lowed immediately or shortly by an exceptionally low
point, and vice versa. Examples of wide swing be-
tween adjacent points are 77-78, 102-103, 113-114
These -wide oscillations are superposed on a less
abrupt wavdike oscillation of mean vahm. This
wavelike oscillation is represented approximately by
the broken curve for 0.001 percent proof stress in
figure 7, Similar curves couId be drawn for the 0.003
percent and the 0.01 percent proof stresses. Maxima
and minima for all these curves would be at about the
same abcissas. For the 0.001 percent proof stress, the
highest wave crest is at prior plastic extension of about
0.4- percent. For the 0.003 percent proof stress, the
wave. creeti arg_.at about the same height at prior
plastic extensions of 0.2 and 6 percent; ‘with further
extension, the heighti of the wave create evidently
change very little. For the 0.01, 0~03, and 0.10 per-
cent proof stress, the wave crests increase in height
with increase in prior extension.
If the curves were drawn with ordinates representing
true stress (strew baaed on the sectional area at the be-
ginning of each stress-set determination), the curve for
0.001 percent proof stress would still have its highest
maximum at about 0.4 percent prior extension but the
maxima for the curves for other proof stresses would
increase in height with increase in prior extension.
The oscillations in the proof stress-deformation
curves of figure 7 correspond to variations in tho str~-
set curve-s, In the consideration of possible causes of
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these variations, attention is attracted to the inlluence
of the rest interval prior to the determination of each
stress-set curve. This interval was 2 to 6 minutes fo~
alI the curves except three. For three CUrVSS,98, 1(132
and 108, the prior rest interval ranged from about 80
minutes to 21 hours. These three curves are much
km steep than the curvw immediately preceding, and
they correspond ta ~ceptional.Iy low points in figure 7,
This fact suggests that the slope of the stress-set curve
is greatly influenced by the prior rest intermrd.
In the literature, practicality no reference has been
made to the Muence of the prior rest interval on the
form of the stress-set curve. Referencw 1, 5, 7, 9, 10,
11, 15, and 16 discuss the influence of rest interval on
the form of the stress+train curve. These references
all report that overstrIsM lowers (increases the rate of
deviation of) the str~-strain curve. Before the over-
stress, the curve (for many metals) may have a long,
nedy straight portion; after the overstress, the graph
is curved from the origin. Rest after overstmm, as
generally reported (references 7, 15, and 16), tends to
elevate the stress-strain curve in such a way as to
restore the original nesxly straight portion. With
some metals, restoration of ~’elasticity” is complete
after a rest iDtervrd at room temperature; with other
metals, complete r~toration requires a slight tempor~
elevation of temperature. On a stress-set curve, how-
ever, a rest interval etidently tends to have the opposite
effect. With increase in the duration of rest, according
to the evidence in figures 6 and 7, the stress-set curve
becomes less steep. As some exceptionally low points
in figure 7 were obtained after very short rest intervals,
however, they must have been influenced by some
factor other than the duration of the rest interval
This subject was further investigated, therefore, by
additional experiments made with special attention to
the influence of the rest interval.
THEINFLUENCEOF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION AND OF DUEATl ON
OF TRE REST INTERVAL ON THE STRESS-SET CURVE AND ON THE
DERIVED PROOF STIU?SSE& SPECIMEN 1S+
bother specimen of the same half-hard material was
similarly extended by groups of cycles of application
and removal of load. Results thus obtained me shown
in figures 8 to 11. For these extensions, as for those
represented in ilgures 6 and 7, there was a rest intervaI,
but no derision interval, between successive groups of
cycles.
In the determination of each stress-set curve (fig. 8)
from a group of cycles, such as that shown at the right
of the lower row of figure 3, the time schedule was dif-
ferent hm that used in determining g the stress-set
curves of figure 6. Each reading of permanent set,
represented by each experiment,rd point in the lower
row of figure 8, was obtained after a rat interval of 1
minute, after the stress had been reduced to the mini-
mum value (about 1,500 pounds per square inch). The
time required for the reduction of stress from the maxi-
mum to the minimum value was about 1 minute for the
smallest (tit) cycle of a group, and 1% ta 2 minutes
for the largest (last) cycle. The rest interval before
rending probably was not enough for completion of
negative creep induced by the Iarge cycles. This
creep, however, probably was small in comparison with
the permanent set. Variations in form of the stress-set
curves, therefore, can be attributed largely to the in-
fluence of prior plastio deformation and to varying
duration of the rest interval.
A rest period intervened also between adjacent
groups of cycles (adjacent stress-set curves). The
duration of this rest interval is indicated approxi-
mately by the symbols in figures 8 and 9, which are
explained by the key in figure 9. Further informa-
tion about the influence of the rmt interval was obtained
by interspersing a number of intervals ranging from
% hour to more than 48 hours among the much shorter
intervals, 2 to 6 minutes.
The influence of duration of the rest interval is
clearly shown by comparison of the stress-set curves in
the lower row of figure 8 and by comparison of the
heights of the corresponding experimental points in
@re 9. Every relatively long prior rest fiterval
resulted in a stress-set curve Iese steep than the curves
immediatdy preceding and folIowing. As some of the
3tresa-set curves of this series are not shown in figure
5, the relative steepness of curves 8 to 27 of that figure
mn be deduced ordy from the relative heighte of the
corresponding experimental points in figure 9. .As
shown in iigure 9, every esperimentaI point repre-
senting a relatively long prior rest interval is lower in
the diagram than the points immediately preceding
and following. Of the except.iondly low points in
%!ure 9, ordy one or two represent results obtained
after a short rest interval, 2 to 6 minutes. The most
conspicuous of these is 33, which appears to represent
a recoil from the exceptionally high point 32.
The evidence appears conchsive, therefore, that the
steepness of the tensile stress-set curve for this material
tends to decrease with increase in the duration of the
preceding rest period. In a consideration of the possi-
ble causes of this effect of the rest inkrval, attention
k naturally directed to the etht of negative creep.
A specimen in which negative creep had been permitted
probably would exhibit more positive creep (permanent
wt) on reloading than would a specimen that had not
been given opportunity for negative creep. In this con-
~ection, it is worthy of note that the effect of a 156-
minute rest interval (curve 54) on the steepnws of the
Jtress-set curve was nearly as great as the tiect of a
onger interval. This fact appears to be consistent with
;he opinions of various investigators (reference 11) that
;he relationship between rate of creep and time is
xponentiaI.
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The fact that the initial proof stresses are exception-
ally low may not be attributable entirely to the long
time that has been available for negative creep. To
what extent these low initial values are attributable to
prior negative creep or to other effects of a 10W rast
period can be decided only after further investigation.
The wide zigzag oscillations so noticeable in figure 7
me again compicuous in figure 9. hTot all of the wide
oscillations in this figure are attributable to difbrences
in rest interval The steep descent between 32 and 33,
for example, evidently is due to some other cause.
DitTerenoes in the rest interval evidently may be so
interspersed as to intensify the oscillations and infhJ-
enco their spacing. A low point representing along
rest interval tends to be followed immediately by an
abrupt rise to an exceptionally high point. This high
point is followed by a descent, which is influenced
considerably in steepness (of the straight connecting
lines as drawn) by the position of the next point
representing a long prior rest interval. This influence
of the relative positions of the low points that represent
long re9t intervals is illustrated by the following ex-
amples. Between low points 19 and 24, which are
relatively far apart, there is a steep rise and less steep
descent. Between low points 3 ~ and 37, which are
still farther apart, there are two oscillations. Between
low points 40 and 43,43 and 46,46 and 48, and 48 and
5], which me near together, there is a steep rise aud an
equally steep descent. Point 28 apparently is so placed
that it shorfmns the rebound from point 27. The
extension spacing of the interspersed points rcprewmt-
ing long rest intervals, evidentiy has much influence
on the range of oscillation.
The initial stress-set curve of figure 8, like the initial
curve of 6gure 6, is much kss steep than the next
succeeding cum-e. The form of curve 1 of figure 8
apparently indicates that pe~rment set is induced in
this material by any stress, however small. Curve 2
shows that the elastic strength. has been greatly im-
proved because of the slight plastic extension in deter-
mining curve I, Further plasfic extension caused gen-
gral further improvement of elastic strength, as shown
by the stress-set curves of figure 8 and by the increase
iu height of the corresponding points in figure 9. This
improvement continues at a generally decreasing rate
until point 5 is reached. At this point begins the
first important descent to a minimum, The position
and height of this minimum is affected only slightly
by point 7 representing a relatively long prior rest
interval. The range of oscillation apparently tends to
increase with prior plastio extension, at least to an
extension of 12 to 18 percent. (A similar increase
in range of oscillation with prior extension may be seen
in fig, 7.)
The zigzag oscillations are superposed on a kss abrupt
wavelike curve. The curve for 0,001 percent. proof
stress, as in figure 7, reaches its first maximum at prior
extension of about 0.4 percent and its first minimum at
an extension of about 2 or 3 percent. Even if tho ordi-
nates in ilgure 9 represented true stresses, the curve
for 0.001 percent proof stress would show no contin-
uous tendency to increase in height with increase in
prior plastic extension beyond about 0.4 percent.
THEINFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION AND OF DURATION
op T*-REST INTERVAL ON THE STRESS.SET CURVE AND ON THE
DERIVED PROOF STEESSE% SPECIMEN 2A-1
b iilder to obtain further information about the
i.ntluence of prior plastic extension and of duration of
the rest interval on the stress-set curve and on the
derived proof stresses, another series of oxp~imentg
was made with a specimen of annealed material, 2A–1.
Stress-set curves obtained in these experiments are
shown in the lower row of figure 12, and the derived
proof stresses are shown in figure 13. In these figures,
ordinates represent ‘[true stress, ” stress based on the
sectional area at the beginning of determination of a
stress-set curve.
In the previously described experiments, with speci-
mens lB=l and lB–3, cxtenaion was by a continuous
series of stages, each comprising a group of cycles in-
volved in the determination of a stress-set curve. In
the expcrimenta with specimen 2A–1, however, there
were numerous pairs of adjacent short extensions sep-
arated by relatively long single extensions, Each
pair of acljacent short extensions consisted of two
adjacent groups of cyoles involved in the determination
of two stress+etourves. In each pair in figure 13, there-
fore, the experimental points are separated only by
the extension involved in determining the first strees-
set curve of the pair. As the &at stress-set curve of
each pair was obtained after a relat.ively long extension,
the determination of this curve should be preceded by a
relatively long rest interval, TIJis rest interval, rIs
shown in figure 13, was at least 20 minutes, often much
longer. The second experimental point of a pair was
obtained after a rest interval that ~aried from a few
minutes to 20 minutes or more. From the rekdi~-e
positions of the experimental points of a pair, infor-
mation may be obtained about the influenco of dura-
tion of the rest interval.
In many instancw, the stress set. curves of a pfiir
were separated by a small intervening cycle (insufllcien t
to cause important permanent extension but sufficient
to influence the lower part of the following stress-set
curve). The nominal maximum stress of this inter-
vening cycle waa 40,000 pounds per square inch. The
second point of each pair with such an intervening cycle
is indicated in fgures 12 and 13 by a smail diamond
shaped symbol.
After the intervening cycle, the second stress-set
curve. of the pair was immediately detmrnined. Al-
though a rest interval of varying duration immedirdcly
preceded the intervening cycle, this cycle prevented the
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rest interval from all ecting the second stress-set curve
of the pair.
With the annealed material used in these experi-
ments, the range of oscillation in figure 13 does not
attain the high dues noted for half-hard material in
figures 7 and 9. The range of oscillation, however,
evidently tends to increase with the prior extension.
The iduence of duration of the rest intervaI on these
oscillations is again conspicuous in figures 12 and 13.
As shown in figure 12, stress-set curves obtained after
relatively long rest intervals, generally are less steep
than the curves immediately preceding and following.
As shown in figure 13, the low point of each oscillation
(with a few exceptions) represents a rsmdt obtained
after n relrdhdy long rest interval. Increase in dura-
tion of the rest interval, therefore, evidently tends to
lower the stress-set curve and the derived proof stresses.
The effect of increase in the rest interval appears to be
large for the first hour; further increase in duration
appears to have somewhat 1sss tied.
The effect of the (previowdy described) small cycle
intervening between two consecutive stress-set curves
is ckxuly revealed in figure 12. A stress-set curve
immediately foIIowing such a cycle d-ways extends ver-
tically for a considerable distance, which etidently
tends to increase with the prior plastic extension. In
figure 13, all the corresponding points are at the tops
of oscillatione. Osclkition tops not occupied by such
points are occupied by points obtained with short
prior rest intervals; they are also the second points
of pairs.
An intervening small cycle, therefore, probably
tends to accentuate the rebound from the low point of
nn osciIIation, and a long rest interval tends to accen-
tuate the reed frmn the high point of an oscihtion.
There iR need, however, for investigation of the effect
of a rest interval after an intervening cycle. Only
part of the improvement in elastic properties caused by
such a cycle may be permanent.
AIthough oscillations such as those shown in figure
13 are influenced by duration of the rest interval and
by an intervening cycle, they probably are influenced
by other factors, which are yet to be considered. The
general impression gained from a study of figures 7, 9,
and 13 is that an mceptionally low point, due to any
cause, tends to be foIIowed by an abrupt rise to an
exceptionally high point. The spacing and the range
of these oscillations evidentIy can be influcmced by
interspersing relatively long rest intervak among short
rest intervals and also by interspersing other procedures
that tend to influence the steepness of the stress-set
curve.
The oscillations shown in figure 13 may be viewed
as superposed on a 1sss abrupt wavelike curve. For
both the 0.001 percent and the 0.003 percent proof
stresses, the first wave maximum probably is at a prior
extension of 5 or 6 percent, and the first minimum is
at about 10 percent. Three extensions are much greater
for this annealed specimen than for the half-hard speci-
mens represented in figures 7 and 9. For the 0.01,
0.03, and 0.10 percent proof stresses, the general
trend (with prior extension) is continuously upward.
TEE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION AND OF DURATION
OF THE REST INTERVAL ON THE STRESS-SET CUEVE AND ON THE
DESIVED PROOF STRESSESj SPECIMENS 2C-L W L 4C-I. AND SC-1
The extension ccxperiments previoudy described were
made either with annealed material or with half-hard
material that could be extended greatly before begin-
ning to contract locally. The extension experiments
now to be described were made with hard materiaI,
which could not be &ended far before reaching maxim-
um load condition. Results obtained with four speci-
mens of hard material, differing dightly in composi-
tion, are shown in figures 16 and 17.
The initial stress-set curve for each specimen shows
no -rertical portion. Even the smalIest stresses evi-
dently caused permanent set. These curves, like the
corresponding curves for annealed and half-hard metal,
show no evidence of a real elastic limit of the metal as
received. As shown by the increased steepness of
curves 2, however, considerable imprownent in elastic
strength was caused by even the slight permanent
extension made in determining curves 1. That most
of this improvement is not due h the Shortnws of the
rest interval betvieen curves 1 and 2 will become evi-
dent in discussion of subsequent experiment in which
the rest intervals between curves 1 and 2 mere much
longer.
With further phstic extension, as illustrated by the
other curves of figure 16 and by the other experimental
points in figure 17, the improvement in elastic strength
continues more slowly. This improvement consists
chiefly h elevation of the upper part of the stress-set
curve, thus causing general continuing rise of the 0.03
percent and the 0.10 percent proof stress curves h)
figure 17. The curves for 0.001 and 0.003 percent
proof stresses, hoviever, reach maxima at mtensiona of
0.15 to 0.4 percent. Beyond this maximum in each
curve, there are alternate descents and rises qualit a-
ti-rely similar to the oscillations shown in figures 7, 9.
and 13.
Most of the rest intervaIe in these experiments were
short, 2 to 6 minutes. A few results, hoviever, were
obtained with relatively long prior rest intervals.
These occasional points etidently have much influence
on the oscillations of the curves in figure 17. Such
points, with a few exceptions, are Iow points of wide
oscillations. Tvvo of the exceptions are points 3 and 4
obtained with specimen 5C-I. Because these points
are located on the abrupt rise due to the fit slight
plastic extensions, the depressing effect of the reki-
tively long rest interval was not sufficient to interrupt
the rise. Point 6 representing about the same rest
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interval, however, is near the bottom of the recoil from
the fist rise. The relatively long rest interred here
accentuates the recoil and gives an exceptionally low
point.
Although the duration of the. rest interv~ gegerally
has considerable influence on tk slope of the stress-set
curve and on the derived proof stresses, the examples
just cited (and othem still to be discussed) seem. to
indicate that the oscillations of -the proof. stress-defor-
mation curve me due in part to other factors,
lNFLUENCEOFPRIORPLASTICEXTENSIONONTHEPROOPST~~
DEFORMATIONCURV~ SPE~MENS2R-3,2R-&SE-LzU, SC-8.AND
6(H
It seemed desirable to investigate further the in-
fluence of duration of the rest @tervaI and other fac-
tors, and especially to ascertain the form of the proof
stress-deformation curve with ~the influence of varia-
tions in the rest interval elimmated or at least minim-
ized. In the obtaining of the previously described
proof stress-deformation curves, most of the rest inter-
vals were short. When the proof stress-deformation
curves now to be described. were obta~ed~ nearly all of
the rest intervals were either medium (20 to .70 “@-
ut.m) or long (I7 or more hours). Typical stress-set
curves thus obtained are showm. in figure 20, and the
corresponding proof stress-deformation curves are dis-
tributed among figures 21 to 24, With any one of tic
specirngms represented iu figure 20, nearly all of the
rest intervals were of the same. order. With spec&ns
213-3, 3B-4,” arid .5C-3, nearly all of the int&vals were
of medium length, 30 to 70 minutes; a few intervals
were about 1 day. With specimens 2B-4, 2C-& and
5C-4, nearly all of the rest intervals were about 1 day;
a few intervals were about 2 days.
The initial stress-set curve for each spgcjmen repres-
ented in figure 20, like the initial stress-set curves
obtained with previously deemibod specimens, show-s
permanent set at all stresses, ..Comparison of curves 1
and 2 shows that even the slight plastic extension m-
required for determining curves 1 caused considerable
improvement in elastic strength. The fact that the
rest intervals between curves 1 and 2 wcye relatively
long appears to indicate that much of the improve-
ment caused by this slight tegsik extension is perma-
nent. The permanence of the improvement, how-
ever, can be de&mined definitely only by additional
experiments with much longer rest intervals.
PROOPSTEESs-DRFORM~TIONCURVESOBTAINEDWTTHRmT
lNTEEVMSOPA DAY Ort MORE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE OR WITE
REST INTERVALS OF 80 ~NUTES IN BOIHNG WATRE
The results represent.ecl by the stress-set curves. in
figure 20 are typical of a number of results obtained
with specimens of annealed, half-hard, and hard ma-
terials. From these stress-set curves are derived the
proof stress-deformation curves of figures 21 to 29,
inclusive. The stres+set curves from whi@ figures 25
to .29 am derived. tire not included in the report.
Extension of each of the specimeas represented in
figures 21 to 29 generally was by the previously de-
scribed alternate long and short stages, ‘ Tho short
stage” c@ated. of a pair of idjacent groups of cycles
involved in determina tion of a pair of adjacent stress-
set cur+es, Each pair was separated by a relatively
long extension interval from the pairs immediately
preceding and following. The rest interval prior to
the fist stress-set. curve of a pair was always at least
20 minutes, often much longer,
When the forms of the proof stress-deformation
curves in figures 21 to 29 are studied, it is convenient
to consider tit the forms of the curves that aro as
free as possible from the influence of duration of the
rest interval. With such curves as a basis of cotn-
parison, it should be possible to discern the modifying
influencaof the rest-interval. For this reason, many of
the di~ams. of figures 21 to 29 were obtained with
consistently long rest intervals, 18 hours or more.
Such diagrams were obtained with specimens 2W-4 of
figure 22; 2C-4 and 5C-4 of figure 24, and 4B-4 of
6gure 25,
ATumerous experiments, by various investigators,
have shown that restoration of “elasticity” after over-
stresa is greatiy accelerated. by even a short rest interv nI
at the temperature of boiling water (reference 7). A rest
interval of 30 minutes or 1sss in boiling water was found
to ham m much effect as days of rast at room tmnpera-
imre, hfost of the effects described in the Iiteraturc,
however, were obtained with carbon steels. The ob-
served “restoration of elasticity, ” moreover, ronsistwl
in elevation of the st.resss-stmin curve. Such experim-
ents apparently give no assurance that treatment
with bailing water would accelerate the effect of a rest
interval on the stress-set cnrve of 18:8 alloy. Never-
ihdess, the effect of boiling water was tried, as a pm-
]ible means of shortening the time required for obtaining
Lproof stress-deformation curve free from the inlluen cc
If varying rest interval. lkperiments were made with
mst intervrde of 30 minutes in boiling water interspersed
tith long rest intervals at room temperature. Proof
]tressdeformation cu&es, based on these expcrimen ts,
vere obtained with specimens 5B–3 of figure 25, 5B-4
]f figure 26, and 3C+! of figure 27.
The points obtained with a rest. interval of 30 minutes
n boiling water generally are no higher in the diagram
;han the points obtnined with a rest interval of a day or
nore at room ttiperature. In each of the three dia-
gmne, therefore, a single curve has been drawn to
‘cpresent the results obtained with both of these rest
xmditione. Avery diilerent relationship is found when
IOth medium and long rest intervals are at room tem-
perature. As shown in the diagrams for sperimens
IB-4 of figure 23, 4B-3 of fi=gure25, and 2C-3 of figure
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27, poiuti reprmnt,ing a rest interval of a day or more
at room temperature are consistently below the points
representing a rest interval of 20 to 70 minutes at room
temperature. The changes occurring during the rest
interval, therefore, ewidently are much faster at 100° C.
than at room temperature. The evidence indicates
that a rest interval of 30 minutes in boiling water has
practically the same effect as an interval of about 1 day
at room temperature.
In the disc.ussion of the form of the basic proof stress-
dewiation curve, attention w-ill therefore be directed
fist to curvas obtained either with rest intervals of 30
minutes in boiling water or entidy with long rest
intervals at room temperature. lliagrams of thiskind
were obtained with seven specimens, 2B-4 of figure 22,
2G4 and 5C-4 of figure 24, 4B-4 and 5B–3 of figure 25,
5B-4 of figure 26, and 3G4 of figure 27. If some
irreguIar oscillations between high and low vahs be
dieregarded, the reeuhs obtained with each of these
specimens may be represented by a curve of about the
same form. The first part of each curve, like the first
part of the proof stress-deformation curves previously
deecribed, is a steep rise to a maximum, reached at a
small prior pkstic extension. Ihch curve then descends
to a minimum, and again gradually ascends.
PEOOESTBESS-DEFORMATION CURVES OBTAINEZ) WITH MEDIUM
EEsT INTERVAL (211-70--UTES)
Seven diagrams, distributed among figures 21,23,24,
25, 27, and 29, are based largely on experimental points
obtained with medium rest intervals, 20 to 70 minutes.
The six diagrams obtained with half-hard and hard
materkd wiIl be considered first. Each curve has the
usurd initial rise to a maximum, reached at a smalI prior
extension, and the usual steep descent. TIM oscillat-
ions, however, are much more prominent in these
curves than in the curves based entirely on long rest
intervaIs. One of the osdlations gen era~y involves a
rebound from the first minimum to a second maximum
at an extension of 1 to 2 percent. A few of the experi-
mental points in these diagrams were obtained with a
Iong rest interval (a day or more); each of these points
generally is the first point of one of the preciously
described pairs, based on adjacent stress-set curves.
The second point of a pair generally was obtained -with
a medium rest interred. Each point representing a
long rest interval, with one exception, is at the bottom
of an oscillation. The second point of such a pair,
again with one exception, is much &mher than the fit,
and sometimes is the high point of an oscillation. The
interspersed points representing long rest intervals,
therefore, generalIy tend to accentuate the oscillations
betwean high and low values of proof stresses.
13ven when both experimental points of a pair were
obtained with medium rest intervals, the second point
frequently is much higher th~ the fit. Examples
of thisrelationship are points 5-6, 7–8, and 11–12,
obtained with specimen 2B-3 of &we 21; points 4-5,
obtained with specimen 5G3 of &me 24; and points
11–12 obtained with specimen 4B+l of figure 25.
Frequently, also, the opposite relationship is found.
A relatively low second point of n pair, however, gener-
aI1y is located somewhere in the remit from the high
point of an oscillation. E~ampks of such location in
the recoil from a pretious high point are pair 9-10
obtained with specimen 2B–3 of figure 21, pairs 7-8
tmd 11-12 obtained with specimen 3B-4 of 6gure 23,
and pair 9–10 obtained with spwimen 4C-3 of Egure 27. .
When a pair of points follows a long single extension,
the second point of the pair tends b be higher than the
first. When the extension interval prior to a pair of
points is rather short, the combined influence of varia-
tions in the rest interwd and of the extension spacing
of the preceding points may cause the second point of
the pair to be no higher than the first. A short exten-
sion, when it is the tit extension of n specimen or
when it follows a long extension interval, evidentIy
teds to inoreme the proof stresses.
The range of oscillation tends to be especially ~ide
when ahernate medium and long rest intervaIs occur
within the extension range usually occupied by the tit
rapid rise and descent. h exmnple of this is seen in
the diagram for specimen 4B-3 of @u.re 25. The differ-
ence in rest interd between points 2-3 has caused
premature and abrupt recoil from the fit peak of the
curve. This recoil is foIlo-ived by an equally abrupt
rebound, which causm point 5 to occupy an unusually
k~h position, for a point representing a long rest
interval. Another, less conspicuous, example of the
influence of duration of the rest interval within this
:jxtension range, is found in the diagram for specimen
W-3 of figure 27. These emmples are add.itiomd
Illustrations of the pretioudy mentioned fact that an
jxceptionaIIy low point, however it may bo caused,
Lends to be followed immediately or shortly by an
xmeptionally high point.
A curve drawn so as to follow approximately the first
rise and descent, and then so as to follow the low points
]f oscillations in each of the six diagrams would be
imilar in form to the previously described basic curve
]btained either with long rest intervals at room tem-
ywature or with rest interva.k of 30 minutes in boihg
~ater. The curve would first rise rapidly to a ma-xi-
num, reached at smaII extension, would then descend
:apidIy, aad again rise slowly to an extension of about
! percent. The evidence appears to indicate that the
iasic curve for all these diagrams is of the same general
!orm, but that the form may be obscured or masked
>y tihe influence of variations in the duration of the met
ntermd and in the extension spacing of the experimental
?Ointe.
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A diagram obtained with annealed specimen 5A+ is
shown in figure 29. In addition to the experimental
points within the range of the &t rapid rise rmd de-
scent, there are four widely separated pairs of points,
In three of thwe pairs, the first point represents a long
rest interval. Every other point of the diagram, with
one exception, represents a medium rest interval. The
first point of each of the four pairs, whether it repre-
sents a long or medium rest interval, is lower than the
second poinb. This fact tends ~ confirm the previo_@y
expressed view that the difference in height between
the points of a pair depends not only on difference in
the rest interwd but also on the extension spacing,
When a pair follows a relatively long eing~e extension,
the general tendency is for the second point of the pair
to be higher than the first.
The range of oscillation obtained with annealed
material tends to be smaller than the ranges obtained
with half-hard or hard materia&, The range eviglently
tends to increase with increase in the prior plastic
deformation, whether the deformation is by tensile
extension, by rollingl or by drawing.
A bask curve drawn to represent the points in this
diagram would be of the wavelike form mentioned in
connection with previously described diagrams. Be-
cause of the great range of extension, the curve would
have several maxima and @_@a. The curve for
0.001 percent proof stress evidently wouId reach its
first maximum at an extension of about 2 to 5 percent.
All of the other basic curves, probably because of the
great work-hardening rate for annealed material, eti-
dently have a general upward” tendency. The upward
tendency is slight, however, for the curve representing
0.003 percent proof stress.
PROOFSTRES9-DmOEMA~ONOURVESOBTAINEDlvlTH INTER.
SPERSEDLONGAh~ SHORTRESTINTERVAIS
Four diagrams, obtained with half-hard material,
are based on exp&ments with both long and short
rest intervals. These diagra.rns were obtained with
specimens 2B-2 of figure 21, 3B-3 of figure 22, 4B-2 of
figure 23, and 5B-2 of figure 26. The experimental
points of each of these diagrams are arra&ed in pairs.
The first point of each pair was obti”ined after a rela-
tively long rest interval, 17 hours or more; the second
point of each pair, with one exception, was obtained
after a rest interval of !2 to .@utes. The exception
is point 2 of 2B-2, which was obtained after” a rest
interval of 20 minutes.
Even with this wide difference in duration of the rest
interval, the second point of a pair is not alwa~ higher
than the fist. In the diagram for specimen 2B–2 of
figure 21, point 4 is no higher than point 3, These
points, however, are at the bottom of the recoil from
the first maximum. Every other second point of a
pair, in this diagram, is considerably higher than the
first, The second. points of pairs 5-6 tmd9-10, ow~ng
to the great effect of the difference in rest interval, are
much higher than the maximum of the initial rise..
In thi diagram for specimen 3B-3 of figure 22, points
3 and 4 (belonging to the same pair) are at the same
height. _This pair, however, is at the crest of the initial
rise. (The difier~nce” between points 1 and 2 is un-
usually small.) Eve~ other second point of a pair is
consider~bly higher than the first. The eflect of the
difference in rest intervnl is so great for pair 5-G, thnt
point 6-is nearly as high as the initial maximum.
In the d- for specimen 5B-2 of figure 26, every
second ~o’mt of a pair, with one exception, is higher than
the first. The recoil from the initinl maximum is so
. .
great that the first minimum is exceptionally low. The
rebound from thk minimum carries pair 5-6 to a con-
siderably greater height than pair 3-4, and thus places
point 6 at a second maximum.
In the diagrnm for specimen 4B-2 of figure 23, thrco
of the ~cond points of a pnir are below the corre-
sponding first points. The spacing, however, is such
that point 3 is at the first maximum and point 4 is far
down in the following descent. Point 7 is at the
second maximum and pokt 8 is on tha following
descent. In this diagram, the extension spa.c ng
evidently is such as to overcome, in the instances
mentioned, the eflect of the difference in rest interval.
If curves were drawn in each of these four diagrnms,
so as to follow the initial rise and descent and then so
as to follow the low points of the oscillations, tho
curves” would be qualitatively similar to the previously
described basic curves. In the diagram for specimen
4B-2,’ the extension spacing evidedy is such that
superposed oscillations are minimized, and a curve
dram-m in accordance with the experimental points
would be similar in form to the basic curve.
In figures 28 and 29 nre four diagrnms obtained with
four specimens of annealed material. In three of these
diagrams, the tit point of each pair generally was
obta@@ after a long rest%terval and the second point
generqlly was obtained after a rest intervrd of 2 to 6
minutes. Almost invariably the second point of each
pair is considerably higher than the first. A curve
drawn sc as to follow the initial rise and descent and
then sc as to follow the low points of the oscillations
would. have the previously described wavelike form.
This curve, for each proof stress, would have a genernlly
ascending course, passing through successively higher
maxima, and minima. In thii respect, the curves for
O.001.and 0.003 percmt- true proof stresses for annealed
material cMer from the corresponding curves for half-
hard and hard materials. This difference probably is
due b the much greater work-hardening rate for the
annealed material.
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FACTOI?S INVOLVED IN THE FORM OF THE PROOF STRSSS-
DSFOEMATION CURVE
In the previous discussion, it has been shown that the
proof stress-deformation curve generally consists of
abrupt oscillations superposed on a wavdike curve.
It has also been shown that these oscillations are due in
part to variations in the prior rest interval and in part
to the extension spacing of the experimental points;
aIso that an exceptionally low point tends to be fo~o-ived
hnmediatdy or shortly by an exceptionally high point,
and vice versa.
The most probable cause of the wavelike form of the
basic curve, of the influence of the extension spacing,
and of the recoil and the rebound from high t-red low
points, respectively, is variation of internal stress. Ten-
siIe internal stress tends to lower the proof stresses,
especially the proof stresses corresponding to very small
amounts of permanent set. Relief of interred stress by
suitable tempering or annealing tends to elevate the
proof stresses, especially the 0.001- to 0.003-percant
proof stresses. Internal stress can also be relieved con-
siderably by mechanical treatment. “springing”
(slight alternate bending) treatment tends to reduce
interDal stress in rolled or drawn rods. It has been sug-
gested also that internal stress may be successfully
reIieved by slight prestretching by tension; some exper-
iments have been made at the National Bureau of
Standards to investigate the possibilities of this method.
The use of mechanical methods of reIief of interred stress
would have certain advantages over the thermal
method. One disadvantage of the thermal method is
that the temperature neceswuy for relief of irhrmd
stress, m shown by investigation at the Bureau, tads
to decrease the corrosion resistance of 18:8 alloy.
The suggested use of prestretching for rebf of inter-
nal stress vvould imply that iru%rmd stress induced by
severe rolhng or drawing may be lsrgeIy diminated by
alight tende extension. The general impression has
been that moderate tenade extension does not introduce
import ut interred stress. Dfierent views, howemr,
have been expressed by a few investigators. Kuntze
(references 16 and 17), after investigation with copper,
concluded that tede extension, up to 3 percent, in-
creases internal stress in cold-rolled copper. Further
information evidently is needed about the variation of
interred str~s with tensile extension.
The evidence presented as to the form of the proof
stmssdeformation curve for 18:8 alloy suggests that
the form of the basic curve and SJ.SOthe superposed
oscillations may be due Iargely to variations in interred
stress. The variation of internal stress mrresponding
to the basic curve possibly is as follows: The first slight
extension causes decrease of internal stress b a miui-
mum, and thus causes a corresponding increase in proof
stressm. Further extsnsio~ however, causes general
increase of internal stress, with wavelike variations and
with corresponding opposite variations in proof strw.
These variations of internal stress probably are due to
repeated increase of the internal stress to a limit, at
which there is partial relief of internal stress by local
flow in regions of highest tensile stress. Each relief of
stress proceeds until a minimum is reached, at which
the stress again begins to build up. Such varhtiom of
internal stress obviousIy wouId be infhenced by the
spacing of interspersed groups of cycles such as those
used in determining stress-set curyes. They would also
be influenced by varying duration of the rest interval,
because varying duration of the rest intervalpermits
varying amounts of negative creep. The upper limit of
internal stress, at which relief by local flow begins,
evidently would increase with the increase in hardness
due to plastic extension. This increase of internal stress
would account for the increase in range of oscillation
with increase in hardness.
The information obtained by ruems of the proof
stres.sdefornmtion curves should be of practical applica-
tion in the effort to obtain high elastic strength in cold-
worked 18:8 alIoy. In an attempt to relieve internal
straw by slight tende extension, especially in hard
material, the amount of this extension probably should
be slight and be carefully controlled. Additional evi-
dence obviously is needed to estabIish the effects of
slight plastic extension followed by a long rest interval
on proof stresses and on positive and negative creep.
V. THE STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR
18:8 CHRObfIIJN1-NICKEL STEEL
STRESS-DEVIATIONCURVES
~ inoompleta view of the eIastic properties of a
metal is obtained by considering only the relation
between the stress and the deformation that remains
after the stress has been released. Consideration should
be given not ody to the infhusmce of stiess on perma-
nent set but aIso to the tiuence of stress on the accom-
panying WaI strain. In a structure or a machine, the
greater part of the total strain is elastic strain. Part
may be phwtic strain. The plastic part of the total
strain has been discussed in part IV. Attention will
now be directed tQ the total strain and especially to
the ehstic component.
The incompleteness of the view obtained by consider-
ing only the strews-strain relationship is illustrated by
the pretioualy mentioned fact that the Wrature con-
tains results of many investigations on the influence of
a re8t intervaI (after overstress) on the stress-strain
curve but practically no information about the influ-
ence of a rest interval on the stress-set curves. The
incompleteness of the view obtained by considering
only the stress-set relationship will become apparent
after consideration of the data now to be presented.
The relationship between a stress-set curve and the
corresponding stress+strain curve has been illustrated
and discused in part III. In the determination of the
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stress-sot curves discussed in part IV, measurements
were generally made of the corresponding total strains.
The stress-strain relationship thus determined has
been represented by stresadeviation curves. (The
method of deriving & stress-deviation curve from a
stress-strain curve has been described ti pt. II.) &pi-
cal stress-deviation curves are shown in the upper rows
of figures 6, 8, 12, arid 16. Each stress-deviation
curve k directly above the corresponding stress-set
curve.
The deviations obtained directly from the measured
strains are total deviations. These deviations are
represented by the experimental points in the upper
rows of figures 6, 8, 12, and 16, and each broken-line
curve represents the variation of total deviation with
stress, As total strain is the sum of the elastic strain
and the corresponding permanent set, the stress-set
curve directly below each streasdeviation curve can
be used in making allowance for the permanent set,
and in thus obtaining a curve representing more nearly
the influence of stress on ela@ic stra~. - Each solid-
line curve in the upper rowa of figures 6, 8, 12, and 16
has been thus obtained from the corresponding broken-
line curve, by deducting VS.IUS.Sof perrmment set indi-
cated by the stress-set curve immediately beIow.
The corrected stress-deviation curves of figures 6, 8,
12, and 16 wiII now be compared with the corresponding
stress-set curvss. It is of interest b obserwe whether
the wide variations in the slope of the stress-aet curve,
variations that cause the wide oscillatiugs in the proof
stress-deformation curves (described in pt. IV), are
accompanied by either similar or opposite variations
in slope of the stress-deviation curve.
The initial stress-set curve, for each of the specimens
tested (as shown in pt. IV), g~erally g@a evidence of
permanent set at even the lowest stresses, WMIthe slope
decreases rapidly with increase of stress. Stress-set
curve 2 of each series generally showa great superiority,
in these respects, over curve. 1. The corresponding-
stressdeviation curves, however, show a quite dhlerent
relationship. Uncorrected stress-deviation curve 1 in
each of the four figures (figs. 6, 8, 12, and 16) differs
~ittle from curve 2 in initial dope, but the curvature is
greater in curve 1 than in cu~e 2. Uncorrected strws-
deviation curves 1 and 2 in each figure, thorefore~
differ much less than the corresponding stress-set.
curves,
The corrected stress-deviation curves 1 in these
figures are initially steeper than curves 2. In this
respect, therefore, the difference between stress-detia-
tion curves 1 and 2 is opposite to the difbrence between
the corresponding stress-set curves. The curvatuxe,
however, is greater in stress-deviation curve 1 than in
stress-deviation curve 2.
It has sIso been shown in part IV that the stress-set
curve variea greatly in steepness with prior phistic
extension and that the steepness tends to oscillate
between high and low values. Also these osdlatiom
are due in part to varying duration of the rest interval,
and in part to the spacing of the stress-set curves
throughout the total range of plastic extension. Com-
parison will now be made betwecm these variatioua Ll
steep~ess of the stress-set curve and the corresponding
variationa in steepness of the stress-deviation curve.
Ii this comparison, consideration will be given first. to
some of. the stress-set curves representing extremes of
steepness.
in figure 6, streea-aetaurve 56 is much steeper and
stress-set curve 57 is much less steep than the average,
although each was obtained with a short rest iutervrd.
The corresponding stressdeviation curves, however,
differ little in slope. Stress-set curve 77, which is
steeper than the aver~ge, ”is followed by a curve that
is much 1sss steep than the average. The correspond-
ing ~go~ected stress-deviation curves, however, diflcr
little in slope or curvature. Corrected str-esadeviation
curve 78, consequently, is much steeper than curve 77.
The difference between the corrected stress-deviation
curves, therefore, is opposite to the difference between
the corresponding stress-set curves. The three stress-
set curves 98, 103, and 108, obtained with relatively
long rest intervals, are much less steep than the pre-
ceding curves. Llncorrected stress-deviation curves 98,
103, ti-d 108, however, differ little in slope from the
preceding curves. Corrected curves 98, 103, and 108,
consequently, am steeper than the preceding curms,
The evidence in figure 6 thereforo suggests that varia-
tions in steepness of the stress-mt curves, especially
variations due to the duration of the rest intcrval~
generally are accompanied by opposite variations in
steepness of the elastic stressdeviation curve.
k h@re 8, stress-set curves 31,37,40,43,40,48,51,
and 54, ob,tained with relatively long rest intervals, me
less steep than tho curves immediately preceding,
The corresponding corrected stress-deviation curves
(with the exception of curves 31 and 54), however, are
steeper than the curves immediatdy preceding.
As @re 12 was obtained with annealed material,
the dilhrences in steepness between the curves reprc-
eenting relatively long rest intervals and the curv=
immediately preceding, are generalIy less prominent
than in @es 6 and 8 representing half-hard material.
These differhcm in steepness generally tend to increase
with the prior plastic extension. Inasmuch as consecu-
tive curves corresponding to tho larger prior extensions
are few in @ure 12, the evidence as to the comparative
influence of duration of the rest interval” on stress-set
and stress-deviation curves is lws conclusive in this
figure than in figures 6 and 8. Four curves, never-
theless, will be used in comparison. Stress-set curves
7, 10, 13, and 19 are much 1SSSsteep than the curves
immediately preceding. Of the four corresponding
corrected stress-deviation curves, curves 7 and 13 are
slightly less steep than the preceding curves. Curves
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10 tud 19, however, are much steeper than the preced-
ing curves, thus tending to contirm the evidence in
figures 6 and 8: that the effect of duration of the rest
interwd on the corrected stres.sdeviation curve is op-
posite to the effect on the stress-set curve.
Figure 12 contains a number of pairs of stress-set
curves that were obtained with an intervening smaIl
cycle in lieu of a rest interwd (pt. IV). Consideration
wilI now be given to the comparative effect of this smrdl
intervening oycle on the corrwponding stress-set and
stressdeviation curves. A stress-set curve folIowing
such a cycle, as shown in figure 12, invariably is steeper
than either of the two adjacent curves. The influence
of the small cycle on a stressdeviation curve can be
detmnined by comparison of the curve with the follow-
ing curve and riot by comparison -with the preceding
curve, which has been influenced by the prior relatively
long rest interval. The corrected stressdeviation curve
following a small cycle evidently tends to be slightly
steeper t.ha.n the following curve. The effects of the
sma~ intervening cycle on both the stress-set and the
corrected stressdeviation curve, therefore, were qual-
itatively the same. The effect of this small cycle (with
no folIovring rest interval), therefore, diflered greatly
from the effect of duration of the rest interval This
subject, however, needs further investigation, -with
introduction of a rest interval after the sma.U cycle.
In figure 16, 6 stress-set curves were obtrtined with
medium or long rest interval. Four of these strws-set
curves, 8 of specimen 2G1, 4 of specimen 3C-1, 5 of
specimen 4C?-1, and 6 of specimen 5C-1, are much Iess
steep than the preceding curves. Of the corresponding
corrected streasdeviation curves, curve 8 of specimen
2C–1 and curve 5 of specimen 4C-1 are slightly steeper
than the preceding curves; the other two curves are
&bout as steep as the preceding curves.
The e}tidence presented in figures 6, 8, 12, and 16
therefore indicates that conclusions as to the stress-
strain curve cannot be draw-n with certainty from the
form of the stress-set curve. h’either can conchmions
m ta the stress-set curve be drawn from the form of the
stress-strain curve. Duration of the rest interval,
however, generally has opposite effects on the steepness
of the strws-set and elastic stress-strain curves. Re-
sults obtained with other metals, to be included in a
supplementary report, indicate that these conchsions
are not limited in application to 18:8 chromium-nickel
Steal.
CURVES OF VASIATION OF TEE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY WITH
STRESS
A curved str~s-stmin relationship is much more
clearly revealed and more readily studied by “means of
a stressdeviation curve than by means of a st,ress-
strain curve. The stress-deviation curves of figures 6,
8, 12, and 16 all show prominent curvature. Chuwrture
is nearly as prominent in the correctedas in the un-
corrected CUrVSS.
The fact that the sIope of each curve decreases con-
tinuously from the origin evidently means that the
modulus of elasticity decreases continuously viith iu-
crease in stress. The modulus of elasticity at zero
stress could be deri-red from the mgje of slope of the
tangent to the curve at the origin, allowance being
made for the modulus of the assumed line from which
the deviations are estimated. For any strms, the modu-
lus could be derived simiIarly from the slope of the
tangent to the stressdeviation curve at the correspond-
ing point. It is generaIly more convenient, however,
to derive the modulus from the slope of the secant
drawn from the origin to the point (on the st.reasdevi-
ation curve) corresponding to the given stress. This
modulus, known as the “secant” modulue,* was used
(in this investigation) to study the variation of the
modulus with stress and with prior plastic extension.
tives of variation of the modulus with stress have
been derived from all the corrected stres+sdeviation
curves and from a few of the uncorrected stress-
deviation cmrves, of figures 8, 12, and 16, also from the
ascending portions of many of the hysteresis loops of
figures 2 and 3. The stress-moduhs lines dmived
from the stress-deviation curves of figures 8, 12, and
16 are showm in figures 10, 14, and 18. Each s@ss-
modulus line hns been shifted to the right from the
preceding line and has been given a separate abscissa
scale. Abscissas, increasing from left to right, represent
values of the secant modulus of elasticity. The scale of
ab&as is indicated at the left of the upper row.
Ordinates represent true stress, stress based on the
cross section at the beginning of the determination of
the curve.
The -ralues for G, the modulus at zero stress, are
merely extrapolated values, obtained by rxtending the
stress-modulus line to zero ordinate. Ik figures 10
and 18, representing half-hard and hard material,
respectively, nearly all the stress-modulus lines are
straight, either throughout the emtire represented
extent or throughout all but the upper part of the
extent. In figure 10, ‘(corrected” line 1 is much less
steep than any of the other corrected lines. AIthough
this line is straight, the following two lines (and h a
lms extent line 4) are curved. With a few exceptions,
aII of the other lines of this @e are practically straight.
In iigure 18, lines 1 and nearly au the other lines are
practically straight. ID figure 14, representing an-
nealed material, stress-moduhe lines 1 to 12 are curved;
the curvature decreases generalIy from Iine 1 to line 12.
The other lime in this figure, with a few exceptions, are
practimlly straight.
!It sbonld be noted tbnt this mtinlus dfflem horn a frequenting@ “secant mod-
uW” keel on the rariation of total strdn Wm StIES3.
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A linear relationship between stress and the secant
modulus m~y be represented by the equation lZ=G—
k~. In this equation, 1? repr~tits the moduhm at any
stress S’; ~ represents the modulus at zero stress; and
k represcmd.a the cotangent of the angle of slope of the
stress-modulus line. (This equation evidently indicates
that the corresponding stress-strain line is a parab-
ola. ) An equation of this form was found by Sayre
(references 1 and 2) to represent the stress-modulus
relationship for cmlinary steels and for a number of
nonferrous metals, Sayre’s equation, however, repre-
sented the influence of stress .Qn the tangent modulus.
The tangent modulus obviously decreases more rapidly,
with increase of stress, than the secant ..~odulus.
Values of k reported by Sayre for various. metak, there-
fore, are nob directly comparable with values obtained
from the stress-modulus lines in figures 10, 14, and 18.
Bridgman (reference 18) found linear decrease in
compressibility (linear increase in the vohnne modulus
of elasticity) for many metals, with increase in hydro-
static compressive stress. As the constants published
by Bridgmsn to represent this relationship are based
on variation of the secant modulus, they are comparable
with the valuea obtained from figures 10, 14, and 18.
Some years earlier, the authors of references 16 and 17
presented evidence of linear relationship between tensile
stress and the ‘!Dehnungszahl” (CY),the reciprocal of the
secant modulus of elasticity. As k is small, such a
relationship evidently implies a nearly linear relation-
ship between stress and the secant modulus throughout
a considerable range of stress..
The constant k is a dimensionless ~dex of thecurva-
ture of the stress-strain line. It is not entirely satis-
factory, however, as an index of the influence of stress
on the modulus of elasticity. For such an index, it
appears desirable to use a constant that represep.ts the
fractional change of the modulus with stress although
such a constant is not d.iruensionless., A suitable cog-
stant for this purpose may be obt&d frgrn the
equation ~=lZO(l —CS). In this equation, ~, ~, and
S’ have the same s~cance as in the previous equa-
tion, and C is the new constant. This constant is
equal to k/EO, and is a small decimal fraction.
Stress-modulus lines for annealed steal 2A–1, ob-
tained with ptior extensions up to about 11 percent
(compare figs. 14 and 15), are curved from the origin.
A few of the lines obtained with harder material are
similarly curved. For the curved lines, an equation
representing the variation of the modulus with stress
needs an additional term containing a second constant.
Addition of such a ten-n to each of the preceding two
equations, gives the. follmving equations:
E=Eo–k&klk&
and
E=17J1 –c, S’(1+ Cgs)] or “E=G(l –c,s–c,c&)
(Instead of using both constants in the third tam on
the right of each equation, a single constnnt could be
used.)
For. nearly all the corrected stress-modulus lines ob-
tainedwith half-hard and hard material (figs. 10 and 1S),
and for most lines obtain ed with annerdcd rnwterird
(fig. 14), Cd is either zero or so small that it may be
neglected. For” ci.nwes 1 ta 12 of @ure 14 nnd for a
few curves of @urea 10 and 18, C*S is not nogIigiblo.
Values of CI and CZare indicated in figures 10, 14, and
18 by the numbers adjacent to the corrected stress-
modulus lines. Values of QI for the curved lines are
based on the slopes of the tangents at tho origin.
In figures 4-and 5 are stress-modulus lines obtained .
from the ascending portions of many of the hysteresis
loops of figures 2 and 3. The stress-deviation lines in
these hysteresis loops are based on total strain, bcctme
the loops could not be corrected for permanent. set.
As most-of the plastic component for the aswmding
part of each curve is near the top, howcverj strws-
modulus curves. derived from tbe mcendhg curves of
some..of the hysteresis loops should give approximrttcdy
correct vulues of 1% and Cl. Hysteresk loops suitable
for such a purpose are loops obtained aftar so many
cycles that the positive and negative creep pcr cyclo is
small,
All_the hysteresis loops previously described (figs. 2
and 3) were obtained with annealed material. The
loops in the upper row of figure 2 were obtained with a
relatively large stress range, which caused about 15
percent-plastic extension in the first loop. The derived
stress-modulus lines, shown in the upper row of figure
4, are nearly straight. The loops in the lower row of
@re 2 and in figure 3 were obtained with a much
smaI1er stress range, which caused oply about 3-percent
plastic extension in the first loop. The derircd strcss-
modulus lines, shown in the lower row of figure 4 and
in figure 5, are curved. The great difference in plastic
extension in the fl.rst loop probably is the cause of the
great difference in curvature between the stress-modulus
lines shown in file upper row of figuro 4 and thoso shown
in the lower row of figure 4 and in f~lre 5. This
relationship between prior plastic extension and degree
of curvature of the stress-modulus line is similar to
that illustrated in figure 14. With incrense h prior
plastic extension, the curvature of this line (for mmealed
mateyial) evidently tends to decrease, and the line
genqa~y is straight--for extensions beyond about 10
percent.
Values of go and Cl, estimated from the stress-
modulus lines in figures 4 and 5, are listed in talk
III, IV, ~nd V. Although these values were obtained
horn uncorrected stress-deviation curves, they gen-
erally fall within the range of values obtained from
corrected stre.ssdeviation curves for annealed material,
as represented by the numbem adjacent tQ the solid-
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line curves of figure 14. That values obtained from
uncorrected stressdeviation lines generally differ little
from values obtained from corrected lines is illustrated
in figures 10, 14, and 18 by a few broken lines obtained
s from uncorrected st.ressdeviation curves of Qume 6, 12,
and 16. The broken lines in figures 10, 14, and 18
generally difler little, in position, slope, and curvature,
from the corresponding solid lines. Under these con-
ditions, values of G and Cl obtained with uncorrected
st.ressdeviation lines evidently differ little from values
obtained with corrected lines. The initial broken line
for each of the steels represented in the three figures,
however, difTem considerably from the corresponding
solid line. Values of ~ and Cl, obtained with initial
uncorrected stress-modulus lines, therefore, may difler
considerably from values obtained with corrected lines.
Uncorrected lines generally give lower values of ~
find higher w-dues of Cl than those obtained from
corrected lines. The difference between value of (7I
obtained from corrected and uncorrected lines is lees
tin-m it would be if the stress-set curve and the corrected
stress-strain curve were similar in form. k shown in
figures 6, 12, and 16, the lower part of the stress+et
line tads to be nearly straight, whereas the corrected
strass-strain Line generally is uniforrrdy curved.
In t.able VI are listed the ranges of values for ~,
kl, and Cl obtained with the 18:8 alloy, for comparison
with values sindarly obtained with other metals.
Three of these metals, an annealed steel containing 14
percent chromium and 2 percent nickel, a cold-drawn
alIoy containing about 13 percent chromium, 5 percent
iron, and 82 percent nic.kel, and cold-drawn K-monel
met al (heat-treat ab~e), hwre been studied in connec-
tion with the general investigation of ehistic proper-
ties of high-strength aircraft metals sponsored by the
~ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The
curves upon which these values are based wilI be
included in a supplementary report. Other -ralues
Iisted in the tobIe were obtained from the previously
ment iomad clat a published by Sayre (references 1 and
ZI nnd bv Bridgman (reference 18). The values pub=
l~hed b; Sayre have been corrected to allow for the
fact that his data represent the influence of stress on
the tangent modulus.
The values of d, for 18:8 alloy, given in table VI,
range from 6 to 55. As ilhstrated by the curve for Cl
in figure 30, to be discussed later, the upper limit of
this range represents annealed, and the lower limit
represents severely cold-worked metal. Even for
severely cold-worked 18:8 alloy, the value of Cl is con-
siderably higher than values obtained from Sayre’s
data, except the range listed for aluminum rdloy. For
the ahnninum aIIoy, the upper limit of the listed range
of Cl is about the same as the value for severely cold-
worlwd 18:8 alloy. The values obtained with annealed
14:2 chromium-nickel steel, however, fa~ within the
~ge of ~~ues for 18:8 alloy. ‘l”he ra~~ for cOld-
drawn Inconel and cold-drawn K-monel metxd overlap -”
the lower part of the range for 18:8 alloy.
The value for annealed 18:8 alloy is much higher
than any other value listed in the table. This table,
however, contains no value for an annealed pure -.
metal or for any annealed singk-phase alIoy except
18:8 aI1oy. (The aluminum “hard-drawn and rm-
nealed” probably was merely heated for reIief of
internal stress.) healed pure metals and single-
phase alloys generaIIy give strong~y curved stress-
strain lines. This fact impIies a high value of C,.
Some data published in reference 17 appear to indi-
cate that Cl for anneaIed copper may be as high as
about 360.
N’o quantitative information is avaiIable as to the
influence of heat treatment on Cl. The steels used by
Sayre were alI of spring temper. It seems probable
that higher values for Cl would be obtained with an-
nealed steels than with quenched-and-tempered steels.
It is worthy of note that his next highest range of Cl
listed in table VI was obtained with an annealed steel.
The inlluence of heat treatment on Cl evidently needs
further investigation.
Ih=UENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION AND OF THE PE1OE REST
INTERVAL ON EI AND CI
For specimen lB–3, the initial value of G (curve 1 , -.=.
of fig. 10) is about 32 million. As illustrated by cur~e —
2, the s@ht plastic estension involved in the deter-
mination of curve 1 has decreased E from 32 to 25
million. Accompanying this decrease in % is a de-
crease in Cl from 43.9 to 9.4x10-7. Similar though
smaller diilerencw exist between curves 1 and 2 ob-
tained with specimens 2&l, 3C-1, 4C-1, and 5C-1
of figure 18. (These differences for specimens 4C–1
and 5C-1 possibly are within the limits of experimental
error.) These examples are not mentioned to imply
that similar differences will be found between curves
1 and 2 obtained with every specimen. They are men-
tioned as illustrations of the fact that variations of
~, with prior plastic extension and with duration of
the rest interval generally are accompanied by similar
variations of Cl. IWmerous illustrations of this
parallel variation of ~ and Cl may be found in figures
10, 14, and 18. The higher the modulus at zero ..__
stress, the less steep usually is the stress-modulus
curve; that is, the higher is the index (Cl) of variation
of the modulus with stress. This relationship is
clearly reveakd in diagrams of a different type, now
to be described.
In @res 11, 15, and 19 are show-n curves derived
from the stress-moduIus curves of figures 10, 14, and 18.
Abscissas in these curves represent prior plastic exten-
sion; ordinates represent values of E. and Cl and of the
secant moduhs corresponding to an arbitrarily sekcted
tensiIe stress, whose value is indicated by a. subscript
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number with the last three ciphers omitted. Attention
wiI1 be directed first tQ the curves of variation of EO md
c,.
Comparison of these two cues in each of the three
@uree shows that variations of E generally are accom-
panied by qualitatively similar variations of Cl. The
most conspicuous example of this is the initial steep
drop in the curves for 12?0and C, in figure 11. Qualita-
tively similar descent of both curves is found also in the
diagrams of figure 19. An exception, however, is found
in figure 15; the initial course of the curve for Cl in this
figure is a steep rise instead of the usual initial steep
dmcent. The initial value of Cl in figure 15 is lower
than any of the values obtained with prior plastic
extensions between zero and about 45 percent. This
abnormrdly low initial value, howevw, possibly is not
correct. The curve from which the low value was
derived, curve 1 of figure 12, obviously is based on so
few experimental points that its course is not well
estabbhed. To a less extent, the same criticism applies
to several of the curves following curve 1 of figure 12.
There is considerable doubt, therefore, as to the reality
of an initial increase of Cl with prior plastic extension.
The doubt is accentuated by a study of figure 30, to be
described later.
In figure 19, representing hard materiaI, the initial
trend of each curve, for both ~ and 01, is downward.
After the initial descent, the caurse of the curves gives
no clear indication of a general trend for either -i%ioi Cl.
The numerous irregularities probably are due to the
in3uence of the variables previously discussed. For
these materials, severely cold-worked prior to test, EO
and Cl evidentIy do not change much with further
plastic extension. A broader view of the evidence,
shown in figure 30 (to be diecuswd later), ~dicat~ that
the general trend of Clj with plastic cxxtension, is clown-
ward at a gradua.lIy decreasing rate.
The curves for ~ and Cl in @res 11, 15, and 19
will now be compared with the corresponding curves
of variation of proof stresses (figs. 9, 13, and 17). In
this comparison, particular attention will be given to
the influence of duration of tb. rest interval It has
been shown in part V that variation in the rest interval
has opposite effects on the stress-deviation and stress-
set curves. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that
points representing relatively long rest intervals tend
to be at the tops of oscillations in the curves of mria-
tion of EOand Cl, whereas the corresponding points in
the proof stress-deformation curves tend to be at the
low points of oscillations. The range of. oscillations,
however, generally is much less in the curves of varia-
tion of G and Cl than in the curves of variation of
proof stresses.
From corresponding vahws of G find Cl, the secant
modulus may be calculated for any stress. The inter-
mediate curves in @ures 11,”15, and 19 represent the
variations of the moduh corresponding to some arbi-
trarily selected stresses. In figures 11 and 13, these
curves (lIlw) show the variations of the modulus corre-
sponding to a tenaiIe stress of 100,000 pounds per square
inch. In figure 15, the intermediate curve (E~O)shows
the variation of the modulus corresponding h a stress
of.. 5.0,000. hlodulus values corresponding to stresses
between zero and either 50,000 or 100,000 could readily
be estimated from these diagrams by interpolation,
THEVARIATION OF Ed AND Cl WITH ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
The evidence presented in figure 11, 15, and 10 indi-
cates that G and Cl generally decrease with increase. in
plastic stension, whether the 6Yperiments me rnadc
with anmxded, half-hard, or hard material. The evi-
dence suggests that G and C,j for 18:8 aI.Ioy, generally
tend to decrease with incrense in the hmdncss due to
cold work, whether the cold work is applied by rolling
or by prestretching. It appeared possible, therefore,
that values for a and Cl obtied with all the speci-
mens tested could be combined in ona diagram by usc
of some property that indicates, at least qualitatively,
the amount of cold work applied either in rolhg or prr.-
slretchiug. As the tensile strength generrdly is a good
qutitative index of the amount of prior cold work, use
has been made of this property iu constructing a single
diagra.rg (fig. 30) to represent the variations of I% and
C, with work-hardening.
Abscissas in figure 30 represent “true” tensile
strength, based on the cross section at the beginning of
the determination of each stress-moduhs curve. (See
p. 21.) The experimental points in this figure represent-
ing annealed, half-hard, and hard material are at the
left, in the middle, and at the right, respectively.
The values for Cl will be considered first. Although
there is .ccmsiderable scatter of the experimental points
representing values of “Cl, the composite curve as drawn
represents fairly well all of the experimenhd values
except the initial vahw With one exception, the points
representing initiaI values are above tlm composite
curve. This corresponds to the observation lade in
part ~“ that, either because of some eflcct of the long
prior rest interval or because of internal stress, the data
based on the initial stress-set and stress-strain curves
generally ctinnot readily be correlated with the data
obtained after slight plastic extension. The inherent
properties of the materird apparently me bwt revealed
by a second determination of stress-set and stress-
deviation curves soon after the initial determinations
made with the material as received.
With increase in tensile strength, as shown by the
composite curve, Cl decreases. For anneakd material
the value evickmtly is many times the vahe for hard
material, which means that the curvature of the stress-
deviation line is much greater for annealed than for
hard nmteria.1. Although (J generally tends to be less
for hard than for half-hard material, the difference is
slight. _
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The variation of ~ with increase in tensile strength
is much more irreguIar than the variation of Cl. The
general tmdency is for G ti decrease with increase in
tensiIe strength. The effect on ~ of increase in tensile
strength above about 150,000 pounds per square inch,
however, is slight. The efhct may be masked by other
variables, such as differences in composition and micro-
structure, These vmiabks evidently have more effect
on G than on Cl.
Values of the modulus of elasticity corresponding to
some arbitrarily selected tensile stresses have also been
included in figure 30. Variation of these values with
tensile strength is generdy less than the variation of l?O.
CONCLLWIONS
1. An incomplete view of the tensile elastic properties
of 18:8 alloy is obtained by considering either the
stress-strain or the stress+et relationship done. Con-
sideration should be given to both relationships.
2. In a study of the elastic properties, consideration
should be given to the intknce of hysteresis and of
positive and negative creep.
3. Both the stress-set rehtionship and the st,ress-
strain relationship are much influenced by duration of
the rest interval. The influence of duration of the rest
interval is due, in part at least, to the influence of
negative creep.
4. Increase in the rest interval generally decreases
the slope of the stress-set curve and thus decreases the
proof stresses. Increase in the rest interd generalIy
increoses the sIope of the %orrected” stres~train curve.
5. Curves of variation of proof stresse9 with prior
plastic extension often have many wide, abrupt oscilla-
tions superposed on a gradmd wavehke mean curve.
The wide oscillations generdy are associated with vary-
ing duration of the rest interval and with rariation in
the extension spacing of the experimental points. The
compkxity of form of the proof-stress cleformation
curve possibly may be attributed in part to variation
of interred stress with plastic extension.
0. With prior plastic extension, the proof stresses
corresponding to small percentage of permanent set
(0.001 to 0.003 percent) generally increase cmsiderably
to a maximum, reached at a sndl percentage of prior
plastic extension, and then decrease to a minimum.
Further extension causes irregular oscillations in the
proof stresses.
7. From corresponding stress-strain and strese+et
ourves may be derived corrected stress-strain curves to
represent approm”mately the variation of elastic strain
with stress. From the corrected stress-strain curves
may be derived curves of variation of the secant moduIus
(for thwe curves) with stress.
8. The stress-modulus line for tmnealed materiaI that
has received no prior plastic extension is strongly
curved. With prior pkdic extension, the curvature
decreases and generaIly is negligible for extensions of
more than about 10 percent. For half-hard and hard
materials, the stress-modulus lines generally are straight.
9. Straightness of the str=-modnhw line indicates
that the corresponding strestrain lines are parabolas.
The cotangent iii of the angle of sIope of the stress-
modnha line is a dimensionless ind~x of the degree
of curvature of the stress-strain line. k an indss
of the fractional change of the secant modilus with
stress, a suitable constant is (?1, which is equal to
kl/EO. The modulus at zero stress E, is obtained by
extrapolating the stress-modulus line to zero stress.
10. When the stres+moduhs line is curved from the
origin, Cl may be based on the eIope of the tangent at
the origin, ud a swond constant ~ may be used to
represent the curvature of the stress-modulus line.
The second constant Czis not generally necessary a~cept
for materkd that has been annealed and afterward has
not been extended more than about 10 percent.
11. When a, Cl, and the corresponding stress-set
curve are lmown, as a function of the prior extension
and the rest interval, a fairly good picture is avadable of .
the eIastic strength.
12. With prior plastic extension, both ED and Cl
generaLIy decrease. Va.tiations in EO generally are
accompanied by similax variations in Cl.
13. In a practiced estimation of the elastic strength
of 18:8 alIoy, the beet procedure now available con-
sists in determining the corrected strem-set and stress-
deviation curves. From these may be estimated proof
stresses amd vahm of ~ and Cl. Nluch further infor-
mation, however, may be obtained by determining
(with the same specimen) a second stress-set curve and
the corresponding stressdeviation curve and by deriving
from these a second set of indices.
14. In specifications for elastic strength, possible use
could be made of a specified lower bit for ~ and a
specified upper limit for Cl to apply throughout a speci-
fied range of stress. Such & requirement, based on
these indices, would have &ome advantages over the
more arbitrary requirements now in use in some speci-
fications. In addition to the suggested limitation of
the form of the elastic strws-strain curve, specifications
shouId include a proof-stress requirement for Imitat-
ion of permanent set.
15. As indicated by conclusion 6, slight prestretching
generally causes considerable improvement in eIastic
strength. Most of this improvement persists for at
least a day. Whether most of the improvement is
~ermanent can be determined only by further experi-
ment. SIight prestretching, however, may prove to be
of practical use as a mew of improving the elastic
strength of severely cold-worked material.
Although these conclusions apply specifically ordy to
the tensile ehwtic properties of the bar materkd used in
the investigation, it appeam probable that they are
applicable qualitatively h many other metals, in other
shapes and sizes, and stressed in other ways. The
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same methods of investigation, applied to several other
alloys (previously mentioned), one of them a pearlitic
alloy steel, show that these conclusion are applicable
qualitatively to those alloys m well as to 18:8 alloy.
Now that some understanding hrw been obtained of
the iduence of plastic deformation and of accessory
factors on the elastic strength of 18:8 alloy, it is deeir-
able that an investigation be made of the superimposed
influence of thermal treatment to reduce internal strew.
Additional investigation of the various other factors,
however, evidently is much needed.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS,
WASHINGTON, D. C., Nooember %2,1938.
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l Arepreamte annealed materlw B reprssent.shdf-hsrd mat&al; C.repkeents hard ma~erlaL ‘* P&f &tlo
TABLE H.-DIMENSIONS OF ROD MATERIAL AS RE-
CEIVED AND OF TEST .SF!IXIMENS
All sperdmem maohfned to atnndard ‘Mnch gage 1
%f%03?~Z%d&%%a%$maohfned wfth ald of tornplet dmigned for O
A. S. T. M. Wrafle epwdmen]
I I
Bar
Matmlsl CondMon d~~le-
(Inohea)
L4..........- Annealed----------
2A.. —....... -..-.do.-----–--.----.
3A . . . . ------- -...do --------------
4A._. ----- .--.-ti.--...-.------.
fiA. . ..-._ . . . _.-do.-._.-..._-- !
lB._.._.-_ Half hard ----------
2B-------- .--do. --.-----–—-
3B_.-..._.- ..--do----.-------—
4B.- . . . . . . . . ..-.do . . . ..-—
lIB___ .-—-- - . . ..do ------- I
‘20.-------- Heard.-.-.._. -—---
:L----- ..-.do.--...-----–
--..--..-- . . . ..do ----------
6C---------- -.-..do --------------- 11
Wrnhal
gage
lfsrnetel
yrlohea)
0.417
.M6
. Klm
.606
.506
.417
.417
.417
.47
.417
.25)
.250
:3$
D~m#
tl:yd:ed
Inohe8)
0.626
. 7m
.760
. 7m
.760
.626
.623
.625
.626
.626
. am
. am
.375
. a7h
-
-.
.—
-- .- --
1Ae recefved.
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TABLE 111.-HYSTERESIS
8PEOIMEN LA-6
4J-
Permanent aet dne
to oyele (pr02mt)
ll112\lal 1411510
I
Trne atresCycIe
(lbh~h.)
Total
perma-
nent a2t
(percent)Before
negative
creep
h’et
. . ..........-L------8............-
4... -------
6. . . . . . . . . . . .
6. . . . . ------
. . . . . . . . . . ..-
;.-.. . . . . . . .
9.-.. -.... -.
lo-24 __ . . . .
86.--. –.....
m. . . . . . . . . . . .
a7----------
. . . . . . . . . . . .
K._- . . . ..-
$c&%......-
. . . . . . . . . . .
141.. _....-.
ML....-. -.
143. . . . . . . . . . .
1*154. . . ..-.
165. . . .._.-. -
103-. ..-..-.
167... —----
MS... . . . . . . .
Ida.. _..--.
K4L.._...--
161... . . . . . . . .
~g;: :X1(P
1.7%.6
L 7-76.6
L 7-76.6
L 7-76.6
L 7-7’Ke
L 7-75.6
L 7-W 8
L T-75.7
L 7-7%8
L T-75.8
L 7-76.8
L 7-75.8
; ;:;~ :
L 7-75.9
L 7-75.9
L 7-76.9
1.7-76.9
L 7-75.9
L 7-76.9
L 7-76.9
L 7-75.9
L ~7h 9
L ?-75.0
~ ;:+::
rIlk3 —-—0.424 -.--.--– 0.IF. sea . ---------.249 -–iiii– :%!.846 .074.246 .110 .069.X38 . . . ..iM- :%.237.194 -------- .025 A.oao:~.018.01s.016.010.Om
;~
.005
.m8
.m4
.m5
.GW18
.Om
.m2
.m
(.:%)
.m4
.m5
.Ooa
.065
.004
. ml
.--..— —---- —------- .---—--r:~o:Al& ~-:_._ -—-– ‘—-—-. —- ---- —-..-----—--—--.0Q4 –-o—ti=_ ------- —--—--:E .6(B S26xIo~ 5 jxlo+.ml .ms : m6 81.7:~ .m -.--:E.. ..Ei---- +-.004.002 .008 —----.-- —–—–----——.—----cLc&.022.028.Ols.Cm.018.00s
---— -—-— —-—-,
.829 .066
.830 -!’!!- .Oa
.W .---..---- .0E4
.230 -.-.:i5-. .066
.82S .057
..—---
.010
.(WS
.m9
.03E
.ma
.-—---
.m6
:Ki
.006 I
, ---- —..
.006 .m5
.m2 .ma . ..-.? -8:::__ Xl__
.m . m6 ---------- -.---—- -—
.(08 .m -,--:ti-- --—-– _m7-
. m2 .m8 8L8 .
-------- —-— ——--— —— -- -—--—
.032 .m 8L 6
.001 .002 –.:?– –—--- _X-
.ma .m4 --------- ------ -—
.002 . m3 ------------------
——- ------- ---------- -- ——. -
.m4 .006 29.1 3%1
.m2 :M . m5 8L 96 3J.f
.(W .004
.008
.038 2.L25
.004 –=ti .--—.. .+-
.002 .004
.002 . m4 ---:ti-- –;;-- .._&-
.032 . KM
1
———-—-- --—
.s25 .m .049
.824 –--–— .M9
.325 -- —----- . Si9
.224 --------- . Om
.---.-=-- --------- --—-—
.119 .067
% .097 .064
.2W .064
.382 --:g- .062
. ?36
.833 -.--:=-- :%1
.328 .050
——
.022
.cm
.m
. m6
.010
. m7
. lml
l value of cl am I en as fractional ohange of modulus per -d IX aware irmh * Estfmated value Is fndkatcd by parenthes=.
TABLE IV.—HYSTERESIS
SPECIMEN lA-8
--la 4 51617 nl12L 2
---1”Permanent set dneto Oycle (perOent) Totalnent eetNet ‘OTfmeTo@l fntervalC& at%er&&‘mh”)‘?%mm WreS9Obmm?hl.)Cych BeforeIfaatfveseep
I . . . . . ..—. .
2---------
3..--. . . . . .
4--------
6... ------
6--------
7--------
8.--. -..–..
o. . -------
&----
.- .—. .,
lo . . . . . . . . . .
n... . . . . . . . .
14-19. . . ..-
m..-. . . . . .
21. . . -----
22-27-----
2%--—----
23.. -_.-..
: ~ ffclol
1.E46.6
L6-46.6
L6-45.6
LE-4h6
L6+.6
L546.6
L&4&6
L6-46.6
L Ws. 6
L&46.6
1.545.6
Lc-4&6
L5-46.6
1.E-46.6
L&-46.6
L6-46.6
L6-46.6
am am
0.166
.Sm k%
.061 6.462
.034 ?&&
.02a
.016 am
.022 3.647
.019 8.686
.016 2. 6s1
.016 rt.ms
.016 % 611
. on a623
b.033
.010 :2
.(W s. 67.5
~.om L 701
.Ooo ?%707
.010 6.717
3.36 ..---—–
0.229 -.--. -.-–
:% ~:=---
.221 a 08r—
.1s7 .Om
. 1s2
.198 --:!..
.lm ---.:ti–
.188
.lm ----------
.l.m ---------
.186 .054
.----—.
rLl&
.0E4
.Cw3
.026
.019
.026
. ml
.017
.018
. Ols
.016
.--———--.---..-,
0.010 -—-.—
J& ;:-------
0. mo
:E . Ola
%% ..-:!?.
.002 -..-:iiz.
.m2
.ma . . . . . . . . .
.Om .--.:ru–
.034
......... ---—-----
6LfXKj 02.:Xl&f.
..... ...- --- —-----
-3iT---l—m-———
---------------------
t
..--—- -- —.-.
8L 26 X6
.-— — ---—.—.
88.6 82.2
33.56 222
.-- —---- . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.6 73.2
?.L8 16.2
--------- . -—-----.—-.
. NM .050 .048
.182 .034 .046
.-------- .---.--— --—--—-
.182 .046 .m
. lM .049 . IM6
.-.---—
.Ola
.012
....-. —------.---
.0a3 .011
.Om .004
...—..-.
.Om
.012
-------- .........
.002 .006
.m2 .010
l Values of C’ are g[ven as fraotfonal obange of modulusper pormd per eunare fnah. ~6 oyclee.
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TABLE V.—HYSTERESIS
SPECIMEN 1A+
-1b 6 7 L 8— — 10 I 11 12 I laI 12 8
TotaI
eJOI:
m)
~~g f.#
9:0
‘a.o
9.5
t:
10.0
9::
1}:
I&o
13.b
xii
16.0
10.0
10.b
12.6
li :
lL b
1$ $)
la 6
g:)
9
Total
pemre+
lent set
)ercant
14
Trne stress
Cyclo (lb%%
-1Ne#/iJa&aep(pem3nt) Poe[tke Moc#uM?%y (l~$q.1 mfn. 2 RI!.. “cm’Permanent #e%dueSfmhr Devk ti Oyele (pareent)=@ &-t) (percent) Beforenegative Net=P C*l(M. Inflb.)
....... ..
0:0
0:0
0:0
0:0
0:0
0:0
0:0
M
4!%
0:02
0:02
0:0
0:02
71Y
0:02
0:02
0:02
0:02
0:02
moo
0:02
0:02
I&:;
.—-—- .-—-—--.---—-— AK2#0.224 0.098 0.065
.104
. lw
.024
:%? :M .021
.134 .067 .019 .016
--------- --- —---- ---------- .W6G
.181 .061 .015 .018
.176 .o% ,012 .Ow
------- —--— . -------- .KM
.180 .050 .010 .’s38
.174 .040 .010 .W7
. W!25 .05W . W8b . ala’i
.1909 .0674 .KIM
. 191b .0562 .W46 :E
.-. -. —-. --------- _____
. lw4
.0016
.0693 .0109 .ma
. lma .0666 ,0081 .0060
.Wa6 .0664 .0139
.L&w
.0169
.0640 .GoGG
. laaa .0626 .mw :R#
.- .--.-— _—— -- ----------
. 1W8 .0613
(:omm
,0029
. law .0622 .0162 .Go2e
.W57 :=;).---— — ---- ----------
.0630
:&% . 05+$43 .W36 . WGI
.0129 L ‘1)
. . . . . . . . . -----.--.- . . . . . . . ..-
,1985 .0614 .0 20
l-30 -.._... -
81-----------
32________
66------------
64. . . --------
26-46--------
46. . . --------
47_...---–
&8____
. . . . . .. --—-
8Jl.-_..._-
81--_ . . .._.-
82----------
83_________
64+a-----
114--------
116. . --------
116--------
117. ._.-... -
118. . -------
n9+7a...__
274--------
276---------
270-376. . . . ..-.
276... -.-.-–
677. . . . . . . . . . .
a78-w7 . . . . . . .
388. . . . . . . . . . .
L E-46. SX1O*
1.G-4h 6
1.E-46.II
LE-4&13
1.6-46.6
L5-4Ge6
L 6-46.7
L&4G.7
1. E-45.7
L6+.7
L5-46.7
L6-46.7
1.J3-4G.7
L&-46.7.
LE4ti.7
L E-46.7
1.6-46.7
1. E-45.7
L646.7
L E-45.7
1.6-46.7
LG-4h8
LG-4G.8
1.6-46.8
L 6-46.8
LluG.8
L 6-46.8
L 5+6.8
------- ---—----------- ........-
-....-- a ma o:::: g ~xlo
------- .m4
. . . ..-. .alz .018 24:66
. .. ---- . W3 .012 63.66
.. ... ....
ygxlo+
23:6
a7.6
.. . . . . . . . . .
18.7
n. 2
. . . . . . . . . .
11.8
16.8
ae.6
aa 7
N. 8
------- ------- ---------- .-------
--—--- . W2 .012 32.0
------- .W3 .007 8L7
------- -------- ....... ... .......-
------- .W$ . 0L2 31, a
------- .GcM 3L 66
0.Mlal J!’!. ;Owti ~ :6
.W22 -— ----
.am ------- .0022 29:0
--—- ------ .------- --------
;y2: . . . . . . . .W27 2s.2
—----- .m4 28.2
.Ooao ------- .6016 27.‘1
.0019 -------- .W25 28.1
.W2a . ------ .0026 28.4
,.-—.- -------- ---------- --.......
,24310 -------- .6018 28.8
.0027 -------- .mla aa..s
. . . . . . . ---.- . . . . . . . ..- -.--—.
; olJJIJj. . . . . . . . . mao 2a.1
. . . . . . . . .0011 2s.86
,.-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . .
.wxl . . . . . . . . .0012 az.2
...........
?h!
...........
M
...... ...-
66.Q
a VaInes of Cl are given as fmotlonal obange of modulus per ponnd per square inch. * Est1mat8d veIues are Indicated by perenth. em
TABLE VI.—VARIATION OF THE “SECANT MOD”~~S OF ~“~171CITY- WITH STRESS .-. .
~duee of & are given iu million pounds @r square fnah. C+k@O]
I I 2 I*I4 1616
Material I Sonrue I Modulusofabtkny, G T~ of modulns k; c1
!+8 Cr-Ni ski-. —.-=.. -—--—— ------- l_TMs~per . . . . . . .._..l 2LG-22:~ -TmJ:-n _______. . ---- .-.
. . . . . . . . . . . .
.2 .—do ----------
,8 .--do --------
,17 .-_do.__.--...
16.6-1720
a.io- 77.05.2-xi.a
13.%2M.6
12.7- 4.6
~2.6- 6.6
23.6
G.o-m. oxfo+
lU.4-24. e
L6- 7.4
G.& 0.8
lW- 1.60
:.%, ~ ~m
Annealm 14:L ur-N1 we-----------------------------
1
Oolddrawn Inmnei . . . . . . . . -------------------- TO be repotted . . . . . . .
Oolddrawn K monel Ural --------------------
Cerbon steels . . ------------------------------
a}i WrWlt rdekelski----------------------------- 1 \
Oopper, cold-dn
$4r%# Sprfng rampsr... ------------------------------ -Jm ‘----------------
17 B~&~~:~~~w~~--------------_”------------------------------ -
Armco fron, annealed.- ----------------------
I I
W pwmnt rdckel, drawn and anne=eled.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1@ppw, cOIddraw-n.._.. _,_______________ Bfi@usu ‘----------- 1
awn--------------------------------- -.-I L.- , 11
l._-do--_---l
19:;2 . ..-dO .. . . . . . . . . . .
..–.do._:_-.--; E2.3- a.o
..._dcJ.._.._-_ *a% G.5
.. ..- ._ . ----- fi&7- 6.6
Volume .._.. _.. 10.I
M.o
10,2
?1.3- 2;0
12,1-44
~a. G-G.4
b.S
6.6- 6.7
AZ- 6.4
,24 .._do_-...___. 14.7-1
AlumIrrum, herd-drawn and meded ------------------ J
14 -.--do .__.-__. 10.1-1
1’
m. 32 . ..-& . . ..-.. –.... a9 &s
I From refarenoas1 and 2. ~Colorrlatd from vilues gfven for tangent modal[. 1From reference 18.
